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Battery G, Rockland, will start its
Thp Saltation Army drive for
regular drill next Tuesday and Capt.
funds, which has been in action for
Suville is expecting a large attend
Union Fairs come and go—each a the little donkey looked so disconso the greater part of the past two
papers consolidated March 17, 1897.
Stadium Thursday night, scoring a ance to start the new training off with little better than the one which pre
late amid such lively surroundings. weeks, is meeting with considerable
a
bang
technical knockout in the third round.
ceded it, and each having a little
Five acts of vaudeville filled in the success; and while only a small part
•
•
•
»
The crowd saw one of the most
larger attendance, providing the short waits between race beats, and of the city has been covered, and a
••
i
•••
if you had begun to deposit even as little as a dol 5S J •* The greatest architect and the one ••• amazing endings of modern fistic Col. Goodwin of the State staff will Weather Bureau is lenient, which it some good stunts were pulled off.l great many back calls are to be made
battles as Loughran, rendered help make the annual inventory of ^prop certainly was oi\ this occasion. The
It is estimated that 3.000 persons in the area that has been covered,
lar a week in this Bank twelve months ago and SS i ••• most needed is hope.—'Henry Ward
less by a vicious left hook to the body erty at the local armories as follows: total attendance, including the Wed aw the fireworks Wednesday night, the amount in cash and pledges is
as ;
Beecher.
••• and a right that crashed full on his Battery E, Camden, Tuesday; Bat
nesday night show was around 16,000, enjoying the fine display, as well as climbing up towards $ 1OQO of the
•••
skipped no intervening weeks you would have today «■» •••
chin, took a count of five, rose to his | tery F, Thomaston, Wednesday: Bat which is a new record for North the novel sight of the illuminated air $3500 asked for to make up th«* bud
feet, and stood dazed in a neutral ( tery G, Rockland, Thursday. Shortly Knox Fair, and will enable the enter plane sent up by the Curtiss Flying get for the coming year.
a snug sum, part of which might be used for vaca
corner as referee Lou Magnolia after this inspection the new type prising management to go ahead with Service. The Curtiss planes carried
Mrs. J. M. Baldrige of Warrenton
|
NEW
JUDGES
NAMED
stopped the fight.
roll collar uniforms will be issued to certain desired improvements. One many passengers and the air stunts has sent her check for $100 to help
tion, that's what saving on a system means.
Seldom has Sharkey appeared to ! all the batteries.
of these, probably, will he the removal were watched with much interest. in this worthy cause. It will he re
* * * *
Gov. Gardiner yesterday announced better advantage. From the opening
of the present stables to a plot of “See the durned fool” was a frequent membered that when the funds were
But that is not all that systematic saving does—it
the appointment of George L. Eme^y gong, Loughran, a slight favorite,
The examination of members of the land outside of the park, in order that comment one heard as the aviator raised in 1922 to make possible the
of
Biddeford,
.lames
H.
Hudson
of
was nearly helpless before the vic Maine National Guard for appoint tjie midway may present a direct ap looped the loop or did the barrel roll. purchase of the property in which
encourages thrift, creates ambition and increases
Guilford and Sidney St. Felix Thax ious sailor’s power and confidence. ment to West Point will take place proach to the enclosure, besides
* * * ♦
the Salvation Army is now housed,
self-respect. If you depend on your salary for your
ter of Portland as .Superior Court ' Sharkey outboxed the former msater nt Augusta Nov- 1. Lieut. Willard, greatly improving the appearance of
The drawing of horses and oxen George Warren Smith donated $3000,
judges. These nominations are in j of light heavyweights, out-speeded local instructor has complete infor things.
was again held on the outskirts of and his brother Benjamin gav ■ $1000;
daily expense the daily expense will probably eat it
line with a new circuit system estab i him with sharp left jabs, and handled mation about the examination, and
That the farmers and housewives of the enclosure, and attracted a big Now Mrs. Baldrige in her anxiety to
lished by the last Legislature.
I him with ease in the clinches.
will furnish same to any young man Northern Knox have been improving crowd all the time. The judges were help maintain the work in which her
all up. If you save you'll deny yourself unconscious
the shining hours ot the past sum W. M. Prescott. Washington, Levi father and uncle showed their inter
The fast, careful milling of the i interested.
• s • •
mer was evident to those who visited Keizer, Rockland and Eugene Feyler, est by donating substantially, sends
ly. Start that first dollar working today.
AN ELECTRICAL FLEET
i first two rounds turned into a slaugh
Now is the season of correspond the exposition building during the Waldoboro. The results were;
ter in the third, the echoes of the
her check tor the above mentioned
Oxen, seven feet or over—Henry amount. A number of other sub
Electrical power for 9,600 street ears, gong still were heard in the huge ence courses and 40 members of the three days of the fair, and saw garden
produce
which
fairly
made
their
light, heat and power for 600 towns ball yard when Sharkey dove across local units are enrolled and hard at
Cunningham, Jefferson, first, 62 feet, stantial gifts and pledges have been
SAVINGS BANK
of 15,000 population each, or earing the ring, rammed his left to Lough- work. To complete a course success mouths water, and fancy articles of - inches; Weeks Brothers. Cooper’s made.
Mich
quantity
and
quality
as
to
con

Mills, second. 61 feet, 3 inches; Glid
for needs of nine million people could ran’s body and before Tom could fully leads to more pay and promotion
In Rockland and vicinity, the Sal
be amply supplied by the United raise his guard, smashed |home a and a great deal of attention is being clusively prove that there have been den Brothers, Jefferson, third, 16 feet vation Army finds abundant scope for
ROCKLAND, MAINE
few
idle
moments
In
the
domestic
4
inches;
Glidden
Brothers,
fourth,
4
84Stf
sa States electrical fleet comprised of winging right to the chin. The blow displayed by the students.
the work it is especially fitted to do,
affairs of that region. And in this feet. 6 inches.
♦ • ♦ ♦
six battleships and two aircraft car caught the Philadelphian a glanc
of helping the unfortunate and re
latter
connection
it
is
especially
Oxen
over
6
feet,
8
inches
and
under
RfliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiimiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiwiiiuiiiiiHiinHiiiiiiHHiiiiimiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiS riers. The battleships are the West ing crack on the chin and he toppled Regular drill at F Battery Thom worthy of note that all entries must seven feet—Weeks Brothers, first, 60 lieving them in their distress. There
Virginia, Colorado, Maryland, Cali backwards to the floor, his head aston will start Oct. 2. A number of
be new; premiums are no longer het, 11 inches; Glidden Brothers, are many in Rockland who are not
fornia, Tennessee and New Mexico; resting across the lower rope in his changes have been made in the
awarded
for entries which have been second, 16 feet. 8 inches; Henry Cun anxious to become city charges, in
Thomaston
Armory and
better
the aircraft carriers are the Lexing- own corner.
whom the spark of self-respect is
coming to the fair so many years ningham, third,.4 feet, 11 inches.
ton and Saratoga. The United States' Tommy turned his back to his foe quarters are now available for the
vitally alive, who are in dire need of
* • • •
that
everybody
knows
them.
Purchasing Shares in the
is the only nation in the world to I and gazed out into the audience, ob- artillery drills. The new telephone
help, as to food, clothing and fuel;
This year there was the largest
Oxen under 6 feet, 8 inches—
have an all electric fleet such as the 1 livious of his surroundings. Sharkey system is in and the new plotting cattle exhibit in a long time. Ad
cases needing the necessities of life
Henry
Cunningham,
first.
40
feet,
4
Rockland Loan and Building Association
above, being driven and equipped almost climbed Tommy’s back when room ready for the F Battery gun mirers of the Ayrshire breed found
which come to the notice of the Sal
inches; Weeks Brothers, second, 31
throughout with electricity.
Magnolia released him and waved ners to do their stuff.
vation Army workers; people out of
a
feast
for
the
eyes
in
the
herds
feet,
9
inches;
George
Wiley,
Warren,
« * • «
Loughran back to his corner.
on the Monthly Payment Plan
entered by W. J. Rich. Ralph Cripps third, 28 feet, 3 inches; Charles work, some who are sick, little chil
Changes in pay regulation affected and Guy Annls of Camden, while
Still, the Ladies in cool garments
Almost from the opening gong, it
Watts, Warren, fourth, 25 feet, 1 dren w^ho will possibly go hungry
unless the Salvation Army helps
might be arrested if they looked as appeared that Sharkey woi|ld prove the local boys as the checks for the Roland Gushee of Appleton also had inch.
Makes the
awful as. men do in pajamas.—Pub the master of the recent graduate fourth quarter have been slow in some fine looking Ayrshire cows and
Bulls under 6 feet, 10 inches— them.
reaching here. However, they are heifers. Holsteins which would com
The uncouth, unfortunate and awk
lishers Syndicate.
from the 17.5 pound ranks.
Georgy Wiley, first 60 feet, 4 Inches;
Ideal Savings Account
expected within the week.
pare favorable in any exhibit were Raymond Choate. Cooper’s Mills, sec ward will apply to the Salvation
• • • •
Army for help. To advise, instruct
shown by Charles M. Burgess, and ond. 3 feet, 2 inches.
Battery E, Camden, holds its next Hawes Brothers of Union and Wil
Steers, three years old—Glidden and relieve them in a practical way
regular drill Monday. At the last liam Grade of Warren. The Jerseys Brothers, first, 224 feet. 11 inches; is the business of the Army.
drill it was announced that the bat entered by C. T. purgess of Union, Henry Cunningham, second, 158 feet,
The Salvation Army has earned this
tery would give a big dance sometime and the thoroughbred Herefords 8 inches.
reputation, and society has recog
Have you ever figured whet it would amount to with interest at
ON AND AFTER SUNDAY, SEPT. 29
in the near future, modided after the owned by Wilbert Mank and Eugene
Steers, two years old—Glidden nized an agency to assist threv classes
5'/,% per annum, compounded semi-annually?
big city night clubs. There were a Feyler of Waldoboro attracted milch Brothers, first, 184 feet, 3 inches; of people mentioned, and rolled the
The
Line,
number of visitors with the battery attention.
»
George Wiley, second , 64 feet, 10 burden of their welfare upon this or
• • • •
last Monday night and some of them
In b years it will gain $98.00 and
inches; George Wiley, third, 54 feet, ganization.
were a long way from home. Capt.
Will you not do your part in help
Two town teams (oxen) came from 7 inches.
and
you will have $698.00.
Sutton of the Montana National Jefferson, and the town certainly had
Steers, one year old—Henry Cun ing in this appeal? Contributions
Guard, who is visiting Camden, was a right to feel proud of them. Other ningham, first, 5 feet, 6 inches.
sent to the Rockland 'National Bank
The
In 10 years it will gain $406.60 and
present, as was Mr. Salle of Concord, nice oxen were exhibited by Henry
Pair of horses, 2,800 pounds and for the Salvation Army, will be takep
N. H. Mr. Salle was in Knox Coun Cunningham. Weeks’ Brothers and over—A. T. Berry, Damariscotta, care of by Homer E. Robinson treas
you will have $1606.60.
WILL LEAVE ONE HOUR LATER THAN THE PRESENT
ty in the interest of the 1929 Year Glidden Brothers of Jefferson and first. 100 feet: C. M. Burgess, Union, urer of the home service fund.
SCHEDULE
Book of the 240th C. A. Others pres Harold Butler of Union.
second 85 feet, 4 inches; W. F. Bar
In 15 years it will gain $983.40 and
ent were Major Ralph Brown of Rock
The general farm exhibits made by lin. Whitefield, third, 84 feet, 8
EFFECTIVE UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE
land, commander of the second Bat J. T. Calderwood and E. H. Calder- inches; S. II. Doe, Rockland, fourth, knows every horse and horseman
you will have $2,783.40.
coming to this section.
'Nobody
talion of the 240th; Technical Sgt.
ood of Union and Mrs. John Ken- 39 feet, 11 inches.
Sweepstakes for horses—A. T. seems to be able to make a dent in
George Wood of Portland, and TJeut. ainen of Warren were typical of what
In 20 years it will gain $2,111.70 and
A. W. Grey of Camden. Sgt. Hardy, progressive farmers can do in Knox Berry, first, 44 feet, 5 inches; S. H. his good nature
• » • •
who passed the State board for com County, and the same was true of Doe, second, 10 feet, 10 inches; W.
you will have $4,511.70.
mission as second lieutenant a short the Grange exhibits made by the F. Parlln, third, 8 feet, 6 inches.
Bill Bailey, the popcorn king, was
Sweepstakes
for
oxen—Weeks out of luck Thursday. He wanted to
time ago, was present and entered on Patrons of Husbandry who belong to
THIS ASSOCIATION
* his new (Julies as an other for the first Seven Tree, Pioneer and White Oak Brothers, first; 19 feet, 7 inches; occupy the center of the stage at
Henry Cunningham, second, 17 feet, frequent and untimely intervals, but
Granges.
timX
Has paid its depositors 5'/i% dividends since 1907. Shares may ba
The largest exhibitors of fruit this 7 inches; Glidden Brothers, third, 16 nobody apparently would listen to his
had at any time, and monthly daposita may ba mads in any amount
Law wilt seem sacreil to everybody year were F. H. Lenfest and George feet, 5 inches; George Wiley, fourth, somewhat rambling discussions, and
from (1.00 to $50.00. Start an account now and aea it grow.
whenever the bleachers think the Cameron o’f Union and the Hobbs 13 feet. 2 inches.
he finally gave up in disgust. Ho
• • • ♦
man is out just because the ump says boys, Miller and Everett, of Hope.
danced to the accompaniment of the
Thursday
’
s
races,
under
the
skilled
Union
has
some
large
orchards,
he's out.—Brockville (Ont.) Recorder.
band when it played “The Wedding
notably the Bachelder farm and F. direction of C. Earle Ludwick, went of the Painted Dolls.” and didn't do
G.
Creighton's.
The
former
will
pro

off
very
smoothly,
and
there
wasn
’
t
Remember, Saturday is the day of
it badly, either.
• • • •
the big cooked food sale at 2 p. m. duce between 1,500 and 2.000 barrels, a ‘‘kick’’ of consequence the entire
it
is
claimed.
Mr.
Creighton
is
the
afternoon.
at Senter Crane's. Direction of the
18 School Street
Rockland, Me.
The present officers of the North
leading producer of McIntosh Reds in
The
special
named
race
was
won
Y.P.C.U. of the Universalist church,
that section, and that variety has by Hollywood the Great, with Dr. Knox Fair are: President, J. C.
OPPOSITE THE PO3TOFFICE
—adv.
115-116
done exceptionally well this season, Hodgkins’ Marda Harvester, taking Creighton. Union; vice president, R.
as have “Bens” and Baldwins. Starks the third heat and trotting closely M. Carroll, Union; secretary, II. L.
Moosehead Coffee House have not done as well as common. on Hollywood’s heels in the others. Grinnell, Union; treasurer, M. A
Many of the orchardists are graft Wiarren Malcolm made matters inter Lucas, Union; race secretary, R. M.
and Cabins
ing into the McIntosh variety and all esting with Peter Express. Ish Pat McKinley, Union; trustees, Albert
Moosehead Lake Highlands
of the farmers are paying close at terson drove the Hollywood horse to Sherman, Appleton; R. M. McKinley,
Greenville, Maine
Union; E. N. Hobbs, Hope; F. A.
tention to spraying and fertilizing. a sensational finish in the last heat.
MEALS, LUNCHES, SOUVENIRS,
J. F. Calderwood raises many
Mrs. Jewett’s Little Pete took the Jameson, Warren; W. M. Prescott,
apples, witlh Ben Davis, MclntosSh first heat in the 2.22 class, hut was Washington. Thomas G. Messer was
GAS AND OIL
EDITH M. BARNEY,
TEL. 86-12 Reds and Nodheads as his principal compelled to bow to Miss Abbe in the in charge of the Midway.
• • • •
breeds.
remaining heats. The last quarter
• • • •
The Rockland Band, und* r the
always found Henry Clukey on the
The crop as a whole this year is job.
leadership of Herbert E. Kirkpat
Telephone 1088
about 50 percent of normal, and this
The 2.29 class was the only one rick, was very generous with its ex
taken in conjunction with the de which went In straight heats, and was cellent music, and the crowds were
Your checking account gives you com
ROCKLAND
creased crop in Massachusetts, ought won by Bachelder’s Expressive Guy always keenly appreciative of the fine
plete command of your resources at all
to mean a good demand for the fruit, Clukey up.. There was a nice bit of organization.
with prices in proportion. A few sparring for second money, between
• • • *
buyers have been nosing around, and Peter J. K. and Henry C, the former
times. The service of this bank is always
DAY AND NIGHT
Two very successful parachute
Latest—finest—the outstandhave
offered
$2.50
a
barrel
for
winter
Careful Driver and Courteous
winning. The summary;
jumps were made by Prof. J. E. Brad
fruit.
ing value in modern radio.
as near as your check book.
Service—Prices Within the City
bury, who got a good hand when in
Special Named Race—Purse $200
The
’
McIntosh
Red
has
come
to
’
be
25c per passenger—Shopping and
troduced Thursday afternoon by
the Great, Bond A
This seven-tube Screen-Grid
the most popular apple in Knox Hollywood
'Miller ........................................... 1 1
Calling $2.00 per hour
Starter Ludwick.
County
and
the
producer
who
can
Marda Harvester, Dr. E. \V. Hodg
Bosch Radio in a De Luxe
A few words and figures on a written
kins ............................................. 2 2
show well developed and nicely col
Mrs. A G. Perry, Prop.
Cabinet of old English Design
Making highways forty feet wide
ored fruit, can command $3 to $4 for Peter Express,Warren Malcolm 3 3 3 3
Betsy L, E. ,1*.Dearborn ............. 1 dis
order from you and we stand ready to do
wouldn’t change things much, except
each bushel basket he sells.
Taxi Stand at Capitol Lunch
Magnolia, W. Steele.................... dis.
provides you with radio in its
that busses would expand to thlrtyWhen you mentioned corn at Union
Time, 2.21*4, 2.20*4, 2.19*4, 2.20*4.
TEL. 8123-M
ROCKLAND, ME.
your bidding, offering all our facilities for
eight feet.—Kenosha (Wis.) News.
most modern form. Engi
Fair every farmer’s countenance was
2.22 Class—Purse $300
wreathed in smiles, for the season Miss Abbe, Bachelder & Clukey 2 1 1
neered to Screen-Grid with
speeding up your business and financial
was especially adapted to that crop. Little Pete, Mrs. Alva Jewett ..... 1 2 5
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
The Monmouth Canning Co. which LMlnnle ('oclialo. Ell Cdcrrlck ....... 3 1 2
a Selectivity, Sensitivity and
Direct, Mrs. Alva
transactions.
has a factory in Union, was putting Randolph
Jewett .......................................... 6 3 3
If I had to live m.v life attain I would have
Tonal quality that commands
and Faster up 35,000 cans a day, while Black & l.i.ii'.'
Woitliv. B.it Wells ......... 6 • 4 ro. made a rule to read aome poetry and ihten
Gay had many acres of corn grown Johnny Dugan, R. R. Hall ....... 4 5 6 ro. to aome music at least once a week. The loan
the expert’s admiration. A
Time. 12.14%, 12.142.15, 2.17.
of these tastes ia a loss of happiness.—Chai lea
in Union and vicinity. This was cut
Your checking account is too valuable
Darwin.
2.29 Class—Purse $200
quality radio but not high
in Union and packed at the Thomas
ton factory. The Monmouth com Expressive Guy, G. W. Bachelder .... 1 1 1
priced
—
I,
ROCK ME TO SLEEP
to do without.
J. K.. H. C. Buzzell ................. 2 3 2
pany bought green beans and trucked Peter
Henry
F. E. Brisbin ....................... 4 2 3 Backward, turn backward, 0 Time In your
them to Monmouth. Both companies Helen Bingen. J. A. .Merrill ............. 3 4 4
Effective Sept. 30th
flight,
Time, 2.17%, 2.16%. 2.19%.
COMMUNITY SERVICE STATION
packed blueberries, hut the crop
Make me a child again. Just for tonight I
C. 0 BORGERSON, Prop.
was not quite up to that of some for
One of the real features of the Mother, come hack from the echoless shore.
Take me again to your heart, as of yore:
THOMASTON
mer years.
PARK STREET,
ROCKLAND, MAINE
afternoon was furnished by Gold Kiss from m.v forehead the furrows of care.
The unusually dry spring season Quartz, a 16-year-old owned by the Smooth the few sliver threads out of my hair;
had a tendency to lighten the potato Bachelder A: Clukey stables, which Over my slumbers your loving watch keep—crop. Green Mountains did the best. was sent over the course to beat the Rock me to sleep, mother, rock me to sleep!
to
As a matter of fact not so much at track record of 2.12*4. The first half Backward, flow backward, O tide of the years I
tention is now paid to spuds by the was done in 1.04%, and the crowd I am so weary of toll and of tears:
At ihe Sign of
farmers of Northern Knox. They cheered lustily when the veteran Toll without recompense, tears all In vain.
SiNorth National Bank
seem to find it to their advantage to trotter finished in 2.11*4. Tliis .»t' Take them, and give me m.v childhood again!
I have grown weary of dust and de» ay,
raise corn and beans on a more ex course does not register as a track Weary of flinging my soul-wealth away.
tensive scale:
Weary
of sowing for others to reap ;
record, as it was an exhibition mile,
* • • •
but the incident will long be remem Rock me to sleep, mother, rock me to sleep!
Floral exhibits which brought bered by all present Thursday after Tired of the hollow,the base, the untrue.
many exclamations of surprise and noon. C’lukey was in the sulky.
Mother, 0 nwther! my heart calls for you!
pleasure were made by Mrs. A. O.
• • • •
Many a summer the grass has grown green.
Only 2 Hrs. 45 Min. to Portland
Blossomed and faded, our faces between :
Start of Rockport, E. L. Daggett of
North Knox Notes
Lv. 2.15 p. m., Ar. 5.00 p. m.
Yet with strong yearning and passionate pain.
Union, the proprietor of Beartrap
One of the busiest places on the Long 1 tonight for your presence again :
Only 5 Hrs. 15 Min. to Boston
Camps in Belfast and others.
grounds was the office of the secre Come from the silence so long and so deep—
Union is very proud of its Ameri tary, which, since the last fair, had Rock me to sleep, mother, rock me to sleep 1
Arrive 7.30 p. m.
z
can Legion Post—Storer-Collins—of been moved to a position alongside
Through Parlor Car and Coaches
Over m.v heart, in the days that are flown.
You rave your money so that you may buy
which George Cameron is proving an the Exposition Hall. The incumbent No love like mother-love ever has shone;
Other
Trains
Leave
able commander. The faithful auxil of this office is Herbert L. Grinnell, No other worship abides and endures
something worthwhile with it. But be sure the
Faithful, unselfish, and patient, like yours;
iary had an attractive booth at the
thing you pay for is what you really want. Get
8.05 a. m. 6.30 p. m.
who has every detail of the fair at None like a mother can charm away pain
On Your Own Signature
Fair, in charge of .Mrs. Lilia Alden.
thait worthwhile thing you have set your heart on,
his finger tips, and who remains uni From the sick soul and the world-weary brain ;
The Knox-Lincoln 4-H Clubs had
and don't miss your goal by frittering your sav
Slumber’s soft calms o’er m.v heavy lids creep;
a goodly display, and the writer re formly courteous, no matter how Rock me to sleep, mother, rock me to sleep!
ings away on side issues. When you Spend $100.
To
many demands are made upon his
Through Parlor Car will also be
grets
that
it
was
vacant
at
the
time
for something you are out not only the $100. you
time. He has a most valuable assist Come, let your brown hair, just lighted with
Operated Boston to Rockland
of his call..
saved, hut also the annual 4% interest—a new
gold,
Sayward.
All in all the exhibit in the expo ant in .Mrs. R. K.
Lv. Boston 9.30 a. m.
Fall on your shoulders again as of old;
$4.00 hat every year from now on to the end of
• • • «
No Endorsers—No Red Tape
sition
hall
was
one
of
the
best
for
Tx*t
It
drop over my forehead tonight.
your days. Make everything you spend your
Lv. Portland 11.55 a. m.
No fair would be called a success Shading my faint eyes away from the light.
many years and a representative
precious savings on prove a real investment, eithei\
Interest at 3% per month (which includes all chargee and
with Its sunny-edged shadows once more.
Ar. Rockland 2.35 p. m.
from the Department of Agriculture these days unless it had a radio de For
Haply will throng the sweet visions of yore;
in cold cash or solid satisfaction.
feta of every kind) on the unpaid amount of loan
went so far as to say that it was one partment. George Gray of Warren Lovingly, softly its bright billows sweep—
Direct connection with the
of the best he had seen in the State was in charge of several sets at Rock me to sleep, mother, rock me to sleep!
Fast “Flying Yankee’’
Union and many listened In on his
this year.
HOME
Mother, dear mother! the years have been long
The Pine Tree Amusement Co. fur excellent receptionSince I last listened your lullaby song:
• • • •
nished the greater part of the Mid
Sing. then, and unto my soul It shall seem
10 Limerock Street
Rockland, Me.
aine
The duties of race secretary were Womanhood’s years have been only a dream;
way, and its many devices and side
Clasped
to your heart In a loving embrace.
Central
show attractions furnished much en most efficiently filled by “Bob” Mc
Telephone 675-W
your light lashes just sweeping my face.
Rockland
Railroad
tertainment for the crowds. The Kinley. whose special value to the With
Never hereafter to wake or to weep ;
52-tf
monkey show always bad a good 1 Association lies in the fact that he Rock me to sleep, mother, rock me to sleep!
116-117
— Elizabeth Akers Allen.
house, and everybody wondered why is a dyed in the wool turf fan who
consolidated with the Gazette in 1882.

of Your Savings?

|

The,

Jack Sharkey of Boston battered his
.

, . _

.

Free Hrea. was established In 1855 and In waZ
an impressive victory over
1891 changed Its name to the Tribune. These 1 Tommy Loughran in the Yankee

ROCKLAND

CAN YOU SAVE $10.00 PER MONTH?

NOTICE!

Inc.

White

Blue Line

Rockland Loan & Building Association

Ready Io di Your Bidding

TAXI SERVICE

Finer

Transportation

ROCKLAND

THE

NATIONAL BANK

PORTLAND

and

Buying

Without

BOSTON

Wanting

LOANS
Up

$300.00

FINANCE CORPORATION

North National Bank
, Main©

M

Every-Other-Day
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In his address of tlie new year at
Nearly everything we hear about
Rates, President Gray said among the Prince of Wales adds to the gen
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
many other good things that a college eral conviction that he Is what is
education wasn't of much value j known in this country as a regular
Rockland, Me., Sept. 28, 1929.
Personally appeared Frank S. I.yddie. who unless the possessor of fct had char- feller and only collaterally a scion
on oath declared that he Is Pressman In the lacter and common-sense to go along of nobility, as the society writers say.
office of The Courier-Gazette, and that of the
Issue of this paper of Sept. 26, 1929, there was ! with it. With Respect to character Confirmation of this is furnished by
printed a total of 6286 copies.
ite noted that “Solomon once said tlie report that comes from London
Before me,
FRANK B. MILLER.
Notary Public. . that a silk purse cannot be made out that upon no account does the Prince
’of a s w’s ear. College cannot make purpose to be a party to what is
And Jesus went about all Galilee, something out of nothing—the most known in royal circles as a marriage
teaching in their synagogues and
can do is to develop character of convenience. This conclusion is
preaching the gospel of the kingdom,
and healing all manner of sickness already well established." Words of] contained in a book just from tiland all manner of disease anion;; the wisdom, old but eternally new. and press, in which among other tilings
people.—Matthew 4:23.
pointing to the foundation that must dealing with his personal characteris
lie laid by the training of the home tics the statement is. made that, “re
How many of our readers In theii ; and early school. Rut about that taining kit best of so-called oldautumnal drives about the country, ] sow's ear quotation, Doctor. Was i lashioned beliefs in his creed of mod
shoot up Meeting House Hill in Solomon? Wo always laid it to on' ernity, the Prince is a firm disciple of
Thomaston and have a look at the j of the Armours. Perhaps some of cur the Belief that therefc is no use in
rapidly going forward work upon the Chicago readers can set us right.
marrying without love. Because he
Knox Memorial? There is a large
has not yet experienced that emotion
Those ladies of the Thomaston in its true- intensity, the Prince does
company of workmen busy at the
foundations, which have already risen Garden Club, who purpose to omit not get married. That is all there is
to the point of completion and after: from their purchases goods that are to it." The book in which this and
suggestion of the noble proportion exploited through out-door advertis- j other intimate details appear is said
that the structure is to present in its ing. a o suggesting a practical cure I to have come under the review of
finished form. There is a thrill to tot roadside and landscape- desecra- those officially close to the Prince,
be got out of standing on the spot ti n. Let the women throughout the and it is being warmly received by
and letting the gaze pass in review country thus hand themselves togeth the public.
the surrounding region, with the er and these offensive signs will dis
We were of the countrywide audi
stately river flowing down between appear over-night.
ence that heard Congressman White
its banks and contributing to the
What a fine community spirit those ] on tlie air the other night when he
picture which gave to the Revolu
tionary General one of his chief rea Pleasant Point people exhibit in their’ spoke at the great meeting in New
sons for making here his home. It toad-building. Our correspondent's York and was introduced as the
becomes easy to visualize what the story is an eloquent testimonial to •‘Rather of the Radio Law." Our rep
Memorial is going to mean as a land what partriotic co-; iteration can resentative has enjoyed world-wide
prominence in the field of radio, as
achieve in small communities.
mark and place of resort in Maine.

The Courier-Gazette

well as in other public fields, and his
address to the country on this occa
sion convoyed a first-hand knowledge
with his subject, the chief points of
which he spread before his listeners
in entertaining fashion.

g

NEW LIONS CLUB

STRAND THEATRE

TJte feature attraction Saturday
A Lions Club was organized at
Stonington last night, by Gus Tapley stars that “wise-cracking ’ but highly
Sturtevant. Tlie principal officers regarded young luminary. William
ar ■: .President, John A. Duncan; sec Haines, in a fast moving, laughable
retary, Milo B. Clark; treasurer, story of the races, “Speedway.”
Haines is at his best in this produc
George B. Noyes; lion tamer, Haro'd
Small: taW* twister, Harry Gerrish. tion as he races and wise-cracks his
We have observed upon the part of District (governor Holman and ’Wil way into the affections of his sweet
heart and. incidentally, his audience.
housewives a disinclination, amount son Robbins of National Headquar It is fast moving, laughable and al
ing at times to violent refusal, to ters were present.
together entertaining. There ar^ als<
some fine Paramount acts and short
have mentioned in their presence the
THE BAR HARBOR ROAO
subjects.
Don’t forget shows are
I For The Courier-Gazette]
subject of bedbugs, indeed, afknost
! continuous from 2 to 10.30 p. m.
the pen falters lest the setting down Among the dusty bushes by the roadside
Bloom golden rod and tall white meadow | Come any time and see a complete
of the word should jar upon the high
rue.
performance. Come to the supper
Ami drifts of asters, lavendar and purple,
show and obtain the benefit of the
ly sensitive. And vet the animal i
With here and there a flash of crimson hue
matinee price if you enter the theatre
one who has to he dealt with, and it
Where frost has set the sumach leaves before » p. in.
is from this angle that we have been
a-flaming
Street Girl
And hung red signals from the maple trees.
glad to note that his Nemesis ha
The management announces that
While traveler’s joy foams over walls and
| on Mondav. Tuesday and Wednes
fences
made appearance in a medium-sized
And fiings white spray of blossoms to the day one of the outstanding produc
brown j-pider, product of tlie Medit
breeze.
tions of ^he year that was good
erranean region, a delightful eight- The road runs on between smooth fields, tree- enough to last two months on Broad
bordered,
legged creature that walks up to the
way where it “is now playing, will be
With distant mountains blue against the exhibited at the Strand when “Street
offender, bites it through the back—
sky.
Girl’’ has Its Rockland premierand that's all there is to it. Tin Bends sharply—dips to cool, green, leafy hol
lows—
Everyone remembers the sterling
Greek word for this useful member of
And swiftly mounts again to hilltops high.
work of Betty Compson in “On With
society is Thanatos, meaning death, Cloud shadows sweep across the fields and The Show." Miss Compson is the star
of “Street G'rl.” A -•». you will want
woodlands.
and his wonderful work in hospitals
i The road gleams like a ribbon in the sun.
to see Jack Oakie, Gus Arnheims
and ramps of that country has Its surface flecked with ever-changing pat
band, a veritable host of Broadway
terns.
gieatl.v eRdeared him to the public. j As over it the blown leaf shadows run.
stars and 200 beauties of tlie chorus
There should be no law of immigra
It will be just like a front row seat
* Wide, fertile farms, and smiling towns and
in the Eollies. If you Hiked “On With
tion running against Thanatos. Let
hamlets
Are strung like beads updn an endless chain The Show" you'll like this. Be one of
tlie ports of this country he thrown
Along the way, with ponds like gleaming the first to see it.—adv.
jewels
wide open to him.
In the dark setting of the woods of Maine.
Tn Municipal Court T'nirsl iy I’l.il
Lieut. F. H. Webster, formerly of The hills come nearer—we can glimpse the Brown was found guilty of ill. ;iil
ocean,
transportation and was sentenced
Rockland, left No-tfolk Wednesday
Smell the salt air, and hear the surf’s dull three months in jail with a fine of
for Hayti where he will lie stationed
roar:
in connection with his duties with We are among the hills—the journey’s over— >300. and 60 day.^additional If the fin.At the road's end is the wild, rocky shore! is not paid. He annealed and gave
the Marine Corps. He is making the
Blanche A. Sawyer
bail in the sum of $500.
trip ' n the transport Henderson.
New York

LATEST ON

HURRICANE!

THE

Danger from the tropical storm
which was supposed to have been
averted in Florida loomed anew this
morning according to radio bulletins
front tlie Boston Globe received at
7 20 a. m. today. .
At 4.30 a. in. Homestead reported a
barometer reading of 29.40 with a gale
of 50 miles an hour, anil the baro
meter was still falling rapidly. At
Key West the barometer rea l 29 54
At Fort Lauderdale it was 29.51 and
it was unofficially reported that tlie

I wind was blowing from 60 to 70 miles
an hour. Tlie next 24 hours were reI garded as the most menacing for
[ Northern Cuba. Miami and Miami
Ileaeh were in total darkness last .
night and extreme precautions hid
j been taken against the hurricane.
Nassau reported 20 deaths and
[ enormous property damage.
The
wind blew 100 miles an hour.
The present path of the hurricane is
' toward Northern Cuba and tlie Flor
ida keys. Rain is falling heavily in
l Southern Florida.

WINSLOW'S MILLS

OSCAR E. FLINT

Tlie Mehodisl Ladies' Aid will servo

i sear E. Flint died at Ills home, 9’ a chicken supper in the Grange bail

Full.in street. Sept. 20 from a compli
cation of diseases. He bad failed
slowly for a year, but was confined
to the liou.se only about two weeks.
Tlie deceased was born Dee. 1, 186.1.
in Rockland, son of Thomas and
Nancy J. Flint, Who died several
years ago. He bad always remained
in this city and had pursued a number
of aveeations. He was city clerk in
1917. 1918 and 1919.
For several years previous to his
demise he was hous ■ manager of the
tiwl Benevolent F iciety.
He also
held membership in the Fraternal
Order of Eagles and Gen. Berry
l.'oige. K. of 1’. Tlie immediate sur
viving relatives are two brothers
Frank C. and Herbert C. Flint, his
son. Wendell C. Flint, wife and
grandson. Oscar E- Flint. Jr., who
lived at home with him.
Thq bearers at Ihe funeral were
Stephen T. Sullivan. Harry D.
Phillips and other members of tlie
< ,vl Club and Eagles. The burial was

Oct. 1. or if stormy the next pleasant
night.
Mr. and Mrs. Leand Vannah and
two children of Plymouth, Mass., are
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Van
nah.
Mrs. Mary Bush of Lisbon Falls is
a guest of Iter brother. Harry Shu
man.
Raymond James of South Hope is
boarding witli Mrs. C. \V. Creamer.
Miss Hazel N. Hay who lias been
spending tlie summer months with
Mrs. J. (i. Mayo at South Waldoboro
left Tuesday for Greenwich, Conn.
Avard L. Ricltan. Bowdoin '20 of
Lewiston led the group singing at the
Bowdoin College freslunan mixer
Wednesday evening.

in Achorn cemetery on tlie family lot.
A large number of intimate friends
sorrow over the loss they have sus
tained.

BURPEE FURNITURE CO.

Century Parlor Upholstering Co. of

Boston sell us their entire stock of
Parlor Suites at a great sacrifice!

Wonderful Living Room Suite Value!
This special low price means a tremendous saving to you!
Built with utmost care with a harmony of design, color and
comfort completely achieved! Covered ALL OVER in
taupe and rose jacquard of fashionable pattern and color
tone! AH the pieces as shown above. Davenport, club
chair and wing chair! Tapestry reversible cushions!
A SMALL DEPOSIT DELIVERS THIS SUITE!

A Carload
arrived this
afternoon
We offer the entire lot at prices that

have never been equalled in Rock

land!

If you are interested in a new

suite now is your opportunity to save
money!

Velour Suite With Newest Features!
This value for the new season is startlingly low priced!
Magnificent, distinctive new style! More massive propor
tion! Larger, more distinctively shaped arms! Serpen
tine frame with drop-carvings! Reversible cushions! Its
beautiful taupe velour has a marvelous silky sheen! All
three pieces as shown, davenport, club chair and wing chair
A SMALL DEPOSIT DELIVERS THIS SUITE!

SALE OPENS

Saturday

Noon
Sept. 28th

Impressive New Style Mohair Suite!
What a demand there’ll be for this smart new design at this
low price! A suite with beauty in every line of its refresh
ing shapeliness! This fine spring construction insures real
comfort! Luxurious 6-leg davenport, club chair and wing
chair, with serpentine drop-carved frames! Resilient web
bottoms!
A SMALL DEPOSIT DELIVERS THIS SUITE!

TERMS CAN BE ARRANGED
FOR THE PURCHASE OF ANY

’159

SUITE!

MENT

JUST A SMALL PAY
AND THE

BALANCE

StylisLMohair Suite of Great Beauty!
Rare savings at this special low price! A beautiful suite
in rich taupe mohair! Smart black velour welt trim! Ser
pentine front with drop-carvings on the fine hardwood
frame! Moquette reversible cushions! All three pieces

$

WEEKLY!

A SMALL DEPOSIT DELIVERS THIS SUITE!

169

For $150.

SPECIAL RANGE OFFER
For $79.00

We Will Install a

We Will Deliver and Set Up a

SPECIAL FURNACE OFFER

GLENWOOD

FURNACE

In Your Home Ready For Use
A YEAR TO PAY

GLENWOOD RANGE
3S1 Main Street

Rockland. Maine

A YEAR TO PAY

,

Every-Other-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN
Serete? Gran® OmpaMjj

I

I

RECEIVED TODAY AND NOW ON

.

I

SPECIAL SALE

I

j
I

Boys’ Blouses, 6 to 16,
Children’s Raincoats with Caps,

Infants’ Angora Berets, white,
Ladies’ Silk Blouses, eggshells, tans, etc.,

100 New Dresses, 14 to 54,
Girls’ Dresses, some with bloomers, 7 to 14,
Boys’ Pure Wool Jersey Suits, sizes 2, 4, 6,
Boys’ other attractive Suits, 3 to 9,
Zipper Suits, velour, corduroy, at

And Suede Cloth (waterproof), at

5.50

(sizes 2 to 8, all colors)

New Fur Trimmings
RENTER CRANE COMPANY^S^t^
Th© bandmaster of Sparks Circus
has recently dedicated one of his
compositions to Kenneth V. White,
who played with his organization on
its appearance in Rockland, and it
is said to be taking the $ West by
storm. The selection is a march.

An Alaskan maple covered with
airplane seeds (at least they look like
| airplanes) Stands on the premises of
Frank M. Ulmer. Next year every
body at the Northend will have one,
as the seeds have flown all over the
neighborhood.
\

Power
Detection
with the NEW-45 Tubes

eflfijeSttC RADIO
offers Exclusively this

Wonderful Improvement

$1372° (less tubes)
Power Detection and the new -45 tubes plus four tuned stages of
radio frequency enable Majestic to ; <rxluce the most powerful
and selective radio set ever built. Absolutely no hum and no
oscillation at any wave length. Automatic sensitivity controlgives
uniform sensitivity and amplification in both high and low wave
lengths. Improved Majestic Super-Dynamic Speaker. Extra
heavy, sturdy Majestic Power-Pack, with positive voltage-bal
last, insures long life and safety. Early English design cabinet
of American Walnut. Instrument panel overlaid with genuine
imported Australian I.acewood. Escutcheon plate and knobs
finished in genuine silver.

FREE Home Demonstration
HOUSE-SHERMAN, Inc.
Authorized Dealers

Main Street (next to Ford Station)

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Sept. 30—Knox County Teachers’ Conven
tion at Rockland High School building.
Sept. 29—Fall and winter train schedule
goes into effect.
Oct. 1-3—Lincoln County Fair at Damaris
cotta.
Oct. 3—School of Instruction, district 11,
Masonic Temple.
Oct. 6-12—Fire Prevention Week.
Oct. 7—City Council meeting.
Oct. 10-11—“Profitable Hens” meeting for
Knox and Lincoln Counties.
Oct. 13—Bishop Brewster will visit St.
Peter’s Church.
Oct. 13-17—Camden—Chautauqua in Opera
House.
Oct. 16—Opening meeting of Baptist Men’s
League.
Oct. 27—Navy Day.
Oct. 31—Halloween dance, auspices of
Itooevik Club.
Oct. 31—Halloween.
Nov. 1—All Saints Day.
Nov. 11—Armistice Day.
Nov. 21—-Universalist Fair.
Nov. 22-23—Camden— Megunticook Orange
fair.
Nov. 22-23— Rockport town hall—Carnival,
benefit senior class of high school.
Nov. 28—Thanksgiving Day.
Dec. 25—Christmas.

Rockland, Me.

FOR SALE
I

1

National Cash Register in excellent condition. May
be seen at store of Gilley & Duncan, Corner Main
and Camden Streets
ROCKLAND & ROCKPORT LIME CORP.
116-117

Rockland Commercial College

Congressman White One of
the Participants At New
York Opening

FAIR
Wednesday, Oct. 2
at

Wiley’s Corner
117-118
The Methodist Ladies Aid serve
their annual harvest dinner at the
vestry Monday from 11 to 1 o’clock.

The cradle roll party for mothers
and babies of the First Baptist
Church will take place Tuesday after
noon from 2.30 to 4.30 vestry.

Members of the Senior Y.P.C.U. are
Commencing next Tuesday drug conducting a cooked food sale this
stores will close at 9 o'clock every
afternoon at the store of Senter
week night except’ Saturday.
Crane Co., opening for business at
2 o’clock.
Miss Phyllis McLaughlin of Rum
ford, niece of Mrs. Julia Shattuck,
There will be a board meeting ,of
has entered Knox Hospital to train as the Old Ladies’ Home Wednesday
nurse.
afternoon at 2.30 at the home of Mrs.
Frank Fuller, Talbot avenue.
Im
Alderman LaforeRt A. Thurston has portant business to be discussed.
returned from Camden, where lee has
been spending the past three weeks
Arthur S. Baker is home from
superintending repairs on his prop Portland where he served on the
erties.
petit jury of U. S. Court. He will re
sume his duties there week after next
On Wednesday evening the weV- Many liquor cases await action.
men took out herring for the Surfman, sardine boat, accompanied by
Miss Alice Webster of Westbiook
news and music by radio, with elec has been engaged as an additional
tric.lights. Quite modern.
teacher for the sub-prinbary at the
Tyler building, beginning her duties
These intentions of marriage have Tuesday.
been filed at City Clerk Keene’s
office: Winfred Lewis Stafford of
The members of Edwin Libby Post,
Rockland and Ma'ude L. Allen of G.A.R., will be special guests of
Lowell: Raymond Stockwell of Cam Strand Theatre today at the showing
den and Muriel Ripley of Rockland.
of the pictures of the recent G.A.R
national encampment in Portland.
There will be a school of instruc There are also pictured several epi
tion of District 11 at Masonic sodes of the Civil War and the life of
Temple Thursday, with the work Lincoln.
done by Golden Rod Chapter O. E. S.
The Knox County convention of
Dinner will be served at noon. The
school opens at 10 a. m. Those out teachers will be held in Rockland
side District 11 will be welcomed.
Monday, all the schools being closed
for the occasion. Many interesting
Dr. Roger S. Etz of Boston, secre speakers are scheduled, both from
tary of the Universalist General Con out of State and from the State de
vention, will occupy the pulpit at the partment alt Augusta. The public is
Universalist Church Sunday. Dr. Etz invited to attend all sessions.
is one of the most active figures in
the Universalist denomination and
The Methodist Messenger is the
his appearance in Rockland is regard name of a tiny but interesting peri
ed with interest.
odical just issued by Pratt Memorial
M. E. Church, Rev. Jesse KenderThe Chase Earm crowd will long dine minister. In it is to be found
remember Thursday. A day of in the winter’s program of a busy de
comparable sunshine and warmth, nomination. Tomorrow is Promotion
with nature in her beautiful early au Sunday, and the last announcement
tumn attire, and last but not least will be made concerning the contest
Mrs. Chase’s gorgeous garden ablaze
which begins Oct. 6, continuing to
with late blooming flowers such as
the end of the year. Next Tuesday
gladioli, salvia, marigolds, etc.
is the first of the Church Family
Everyone likes to be one of the Nights. The pastorJ^opes the whole
first to discover something good— church will attend.
and to tell their friends about it.
Two big sales in progress yester
You will want to be one of the first
to see "Street Girl” at the Strand, day left their signs about Main street
where it opens Monday for a three easily discernable. Pedestrians bear
day engagement. If you liked “On ing card tables and small pieces and
With the Show” you’ll like this mar cars with furniture inside betrayed
the enthusiasm aroused by the East
velous new production.
ern’s big sale. One motorist had two
The fall schedule of the Vinalhaven mattresses and a chair lashed atop
& Rockland Steamboat Co. goes into his sedan. Up street at Perry’s Foodeffect Tuesday with steamer Vinal land a land office business was in
haven arriving at this port at 9.20 progress at a special flour sale, con
dally except Sunday from Vinalhaven gestion arising to such a degree that
and returning at 2.30. The Gov. Bod- additional officers were necessary.
well arrives from Swan’s Island,
About 9.20 last night the writer
Stonington and North Haven at 9.30
drifted into Park Theatre and saw
and returns eastward at 1.30.
the major part of “Thunder” and en
The Rockland Yacht Club brings joyed it so much that he is planning
its first season to an official close to see it again tonight. It is a rail
tonight. It has been of tremendous road picture that is real and catches
benefit to strangers who come to the blood stirring romance and
Rockland by water, and the incidental smashing thrill of hard bitten steel.
benefit to Rockland’s business may There is tragedy, romance, a bit of
be judged from the statement of a fun and some better flashes of the
New York man, who leaving for home great Mississippi flood that the news
Thursday declared that he had made reels carried. Then, too, there is a
67 visits to Rockland this season game old man so gallant in utter de
whereas he had been in the habit of feat that he will do things to you
going to another port entirely.
that Al Jolson with all his art
couldn't do in “The Singing Fool.”
•When-Willis Snow left his automo
----------------bile in front of the Snow residence
There has been considerable con
on Pacific street yesterday afternoon
he thought he had the anchors down gestion in some of the school-rooms
and everything made snug. He had due to the extremely large sub-pri
scarcely left the craft, however, be mary registration. During the sum
fore she broke away from her moor mer Supt. Toner requested registra
ings and went sailing down over the tion from all parents having children
hill toward the Snow shipyard. After to place in school for the first time
traveling 475 feet she careened into a at the beginning of the fall term. In
telephone pole and was badly dam response 118 children were registered,
aged forward. She was able to pro and when the term opened it was
ceed under her own steam, however, found there were 223 in the sub-pri
and is now in drydock .
mary grade, only a few’ of whom were
brought over from last year, w’hich
A bullet from a 22-calibre cartridge show’s that nearly 100 children were
crashed through one of th© windows not previously registered.
Supt.
in the rear of Everett L. Spear & Toner also reports that there are 90
Co.’s office opposite Kankin block more children in the grade schools
Thursday night and was subsequent and 25 more in the high school than
ly found on the floor The police last year.
were unable to find the culprit, and
are inclined to think that the shot
The coming of fall shooting call
was fired by some boy who was prac ing men away on vacation influences
ticing on the waterfront. Marshal
the attendance at all Rotary Club
Webster announces that the first boy
luncheons, and the local club is no
caught with firearms inside of the
city limits’and unable to give a proper exception, hence yesterday’s meeting
excuse for carrying them, wfll be saw’ numerous vacant chairs, but it
W’as a lively session just the same,
haled into court.
with Marcus Chandler of the Camden
Mrs. Anne Snow left Thursday for Club directing the singing. The sec
Louisville, Ky., where she will attend retary, Louis A. Walker, was the
the national convention of the Ameri speaker, presenting in a review’ of last
can Legion and American Legion week's conclave at Poland Spring of
Auxiliary. Mrs. Snow is chairman of the 38th district of Rotary Interna
the Maine delegation of auxiliary tional an informing and exceedingly
bodies who are sending nine repre entertaining story. Inasmuch as at
sentatives
with
Mrs.
Florence tendance on the weekly meeting is
Thompson of South Portland acting one of the chief tenets of Rotary,
as secretary. On the expiration of President Brown felicitated bis club
Mrs. Snow’s office as State Presi members upon the fact that Rockland
dent she will become national com- for August led the district with the
mitteewoman for Maine, an office of banner record of nearly 98 per cent
greater significance than her pres w’ith Camden a close second with
ent office expiring Oct. 20. This nearly 93 per cent, a highly creditable
honor is a source of gratification to showing for the Knox County mem
her co-workers, who realize the val bers of the order. Visiting Kotaripns
uable work she has done during her included George Johnson, Waterville,
service as State president.
Williab Powell, Bath, Marcus P.
Chandler, Benj- F. Mathews and Dr.
The annual Harvest Dinner will Archie F. Greene, Camden.
be held at Methodist vestry. Monday,
CARD CF THANKS
from 11 to 1 o’clock. Price 50c.—adv.
I wish to thank friends and relatives for

NOW OPEN

THE RELIEF CORPS

STUDENTS MAY ENROLL AT ANY TIME

Will Hold a

Evening School Opens Oct. 1

PUBLIC SUPPER

ALL NEWEST AND MODERN METHODS IN BUSINESS

SATURDAY NIGHT

Lena K. Sargent

RADIO WORLD'S FAIR

St. George Grange

Kn x1 Lodge, I.D.O.F., holds an elec
tion of officers Monday night. Lob
Erland Quinn and family and Hor ster stew at 6.30. Members to fur
nish pastry and cake.
man Howard attended Union fair.

New Barnum Smocks,

K
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Tel. 994-M or 990-M

At G. A. R. HALL
5.00 to 7.00 o’clock

115-117

Radio another year older, but with
screen grid tubes as something new
SERMONETTE
to talk about, began its tour of the
annual fall exhibitions upon the open
In the Self-same Hour
ing of the sixth radio world’s fair in
Rome was at the height of her
New York Monday night.
imperial power in Jesus’ day. As
Exhibitors crowded three floors of
a boy he had looked down night
Madison Square Garden with the
ly upon the fire of burning villages.
neweot in the art, including tele
Well he knew’ of the power of
vision and a demonstration of the
Roman soldiers. The collision of
progress of radio from its earliest
the two civilizations, western
days. The television display was of
Rome and eastern Israel, was
experimental apparatus to show’ a
familiar to him. Into his presence
year's work in the laboratory in the
came a centurion, beseeching him
attempt to make it practical.
for a servant at home, sick with
A radio pageant of progress dem
the palsy.
onstrated the strides radio has made
“Lord, my servant lieth at home
from the crystal set days and in
sick with the palsy, grievously
cluded an award for the oldest re
tormented.’’ Jesus said, “I will
ceiver.
come and heal him.” The cen
Screen grid tubes have brought
turion answered. “I am not worthy
improvement in circuits and set
that thou should come under my
design. Cabinet concentration was
roof, but speak the w’ord only, and
on consoles, with receiver and speaker
my servant shall be healed: for I
making a unit intended to grace any
am a man under authority, having
living room. The table model was
soldiers under me, and 1 -say to
considerably over-shadowpd, as last
this man go and he goeth, and to
year, alternating current receivers
another come and he cometh. and
predominated and there was only a
to my servant, d$> this and he
scattered showing of direct current
doeth it.”
and battery models.
Jesus marvelled and said, “I
Opening ceremonies W’ere broad
have not found so great faith, no
cast, with Representative Wallace
not in Israel;” but to the cen
White, Maine, father of the radio
turion of mighty’Rome with equal
law; Sir Thomas Lipton of England;
dignity he said, “Go thy way, and
Count Felix Von Luckner of Germany,
as thou hast believed, so be it done
and Olive Shea of WABC, winner of
unto thee.”
the radio beauty contest, participat
And his servant was healed in
ing.
the self-same hour.
• • • •
W. A. H.
Congressman White drafted the
Radio Act of 1927, and is regarded
The Gospel Mission services Sun
as the authority in Congress on radio
legislation. In 1927 he was appoint day 2.30’will be conducted by Mrs.
ed as one of the delegates to repre Brown of Thomaston and her Evan
sent the United States at the Inter gelist worker. Evening service is at
national Radio Conference, which 7.30.
* ♦ ♦ ♦
was attended by all the great na- I
At
the
Congregational
Church to
tions of the world- From its delib- •
erations came the treaty which regu morrow’ morning Mr. Rounds will
lates all forms of communication and preach on the subject “The Sixth »
Sense.” The Sunday School will hold |
signaling by radio. Mr. White served
its opening session at the noon hour,
on the most important committee
and the Comrades of the Way will
of the conference and, on several
meet in the vestry at 6 o’clock.
occasions, acted as presiding -officer .
• * • •
of the entire conference.
At the Littlefield Memorial Church
In 1927 Mr. White was requested I
tomorrow Rev. L. G. Perry will
by the United States Chamber of j preach at 10.30 on "We Would See
Commerce to attend a meeting held Jesus.’’ The Bible school meets at
Jn Stockholm, Sweden. Later in the 11.45 and the B.Y.P.U. at 6 o’clock.
same year he was delegated by the The evening subject , 7.15 will he
Secretary of State to represent the “Doors.”
Miss Feme Britto will
United States as unofficial observer render a solo. Prayer meeting Tues
at a congress in Geneva, Switzerland, day night at 7.30.
♦ ♦ • •
of representatives of various nations
for the study of communication prob
First Church of Christ, Scientist,
lems and of legal questions connected Cedar and Brewster streets. Sunday
therewith. He was elected to mem- morning service at 10.30 o’clock.
brrship on the International Commit ' Subject of lesson sermon, “Reality.”!
tee. and this year, 1929, he was elect . Sunday School at 11.45. The reading
ed president of the American branch. roOm is located at 400 Main street,
Mr. White devoted much time to the oyer Daniels’ jewelry store, and is
codification of the Public Laws of the open each week day from 2 to 5
United States.
o’clock.
• e • •
At St. Peter’s Church (Episcopal)
A. MOT OGCz _
Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, th© serv
p, OOTTlE 09 Pop THE PEOPLE OF
ices for tomorrow will be appropriate
THE U Sfor th© Feast of St. Michael and All
CONSUME MWT
Angels: Holy Communion at 7.30;
choral eucharist and sermon at 10.30;
4 BILLION BOTTLES
church school at noon; eucharistic
of SOFT Winks
devotions at 3.30; evensong and ser
'Nearlymon at 7 o’clock at ©t. John Baptist
Church, Thomaston.
• • • •
Dr. Roger S. Etz of Boston, secre
tary of the Universalist General Con
PARK THEATRE
vention, will occupy th© pulpit at the
Today Lon Chaney and Phyllis Church of the Immanuel (Universa
Haver make their last appearance in list) Sunday morning at 10.30. The
“Thunder,” a real gripping story of Woods and Every Sweet Smelling
quartet will render the anthems “The
railroad life.
Monday and Tuesday “Our Modern Tree,” West and “Seek Ye the Lord,”
Maidens” will be shown. This picture Perry. Church School will meet at
is in the nature of a sequel to “Our noon and the Y.P.C.U. services will be
Dancing Daughters” and is being resumed October 6..
• ♦ ♦ ♦
even better received. It is light and
Rev. J. Charles MacDonald, pastor
frivolous entertainment, with a touch
of pathos in the last part. The story of the First Baptist Church will use
concerns a group of young “moderns”’ “Crow ned” as the subject of his Sun
and tells of the fast life they lead. day morning sermon, 10.30. The an
There is no dialoque, but an excellent thems will be “Praise Y© the Lord,”
musical and sound score. The picture Loud and “Evening and Morning.”
contains a list of star names in the Oakely. The Church School will
cast including Douglas Fairbanks. meet at the close of the morning
Jr., Rod LaRocque, Anita Page, and service, and the Christian Endeavor
of course the star, Joan Crawford. at 6.00, the feature of w’hich will be a
The recent marriage of young Fair debate. “Almost” will be the sermon
banks and Miss Crawford makes subject at the evening service, 7.15.
their co-appearance in “Our Modern “I Love to Hear My Savior’s Voice,”
Maidens” timely. See our modern Macy, will be sung by the choir and
maidens! Who spend all day think (here will be a quartet number, “Th©
ing up wild ideas and all night car Better Country.•” *Gabriel.
« •
rying ’em out! See the story of the
At
Pratt Memorial Methodist
most fascinating of them all. Young!
Lovely to look at! Rolling in wealth' Church, the pastor. Rev. Jesse KenLiving free, living fast. See her derdine, will preach on “Spiritualiz
marry one, when she loves another! ing Daily Life,” at the morning serv
She knows she doesn’t have to give ice at 10.30. Th© choir will sing
up the other. See a dramatic story “Hark, Hark, My Soul," Shelley, and
of love as it’s practiced by the mod Mrs. Thelma Stanley will sing “The
erns!
Lavishly produced in every Holy Hour,” Ethelbert Nevin. Sun
day School meets at 12 noon This is
detail.—adv.
Promotion Sunday and the beginning
First Wife; “How long had you of Rally Week, culminating in Rally
known your husband before you were Sunday next Sunday. Th© Epworth
League gathers at 6 p. m. to discuss
married?”
✓
the topic “Planning What To Do,”
Second Wife: “I didn’t know him
with Helen Mattson as topic leader.
at all. I only thought I did.”
“Running Away From God,” will be

Ready to Wear Garments
For

Fall and Winter Wear
I

•

We have the merchandise

1 st

Bought Right

2nd Fits Right
3rd

Priced Right

A tremendous stock to choose from
We solicit your inspection

Fuller - Cobb - Davis
fie.

Shoes Repaired at Low Pi ices
Men’s Rubber Heels 40c.

Ladies’ Heels 35c

Ladies’Soles 75c. Men’s Soles $1.00
ALL WORK DONE BY US IS GUARANTEED IN BOTH STOCK
AND WORKMANSHIP

Remember 491 Main Street

Tel. 254-M

OPPOSITE TOWN CLOCK
1164119

STOCK REDUCING SALE!
A Series of Remarkable Values Offered
Thus Seasonably To Reduce Our
Overcrowded Floors!
LOOK AT THIS LEADER!
L™J

[i

An American Walnut Bedroom outfit—a credit and
an addition to any or every home—Bed, Dresser,
Chest of Drawers.

$67.10
VALUE NO. 2-OCCASIONAL CHAIRS

We have a lot of odd Chairs, all Al, all late in de
sign, all high grade merchandise that we will almost
give away—one for every room in the house.
Ask Us!

$ ? Ask Us!
JUST LOOK AT VALUE NO. 3!

the subject of th© pastor’s evening
sermon at 7.15. Th© choir will sing
“With Songs and Honors,” Fillmore.
Church Family Night comes Tuesday
with Fellowship Hour from 6.30 to
MARRIED
7.20, including supper, songs and in
prayer and Bible
MOODY-BEXXER-At Waldoboro. Sept. 22, troductions and
Rev. H. O. 'Megert._Aln»ley_M. Moody ut study period. 7.20 to 8 under the lead
Nobleboro and Miss Thelma Benner of Wal
ership of the pastor. A joint meeting
doboro. •
of the official board and the Sunday
OIJ1VBR-KIRKMAN—At Manchester, Eng..
Aug. 5, Maynard R. Oliver of Rockland and School board will b© held at 8.
BORN

GLIDDEX.—At Knox Hospital. Rockland, Sept.
23, ta Mr. and Mrs. Harold J. Glidden, a
son, Allen StinBon.

Bessie Kirkman of Manchester, Eng.

DIED
MILLER - At Rockland, Sept. '26. Charles K.
Miller, aged 87 years, 6 months, 9 days.
Funeral -Sunday at 3 o’clock from 57 Maverlsk street.

IN MEMORIAM
In memory of our beloved mother. Mrs.
Faroline F. Schwartz, who passed away Sept.
30, 1926.
.lust when life was sweetest and she could
have lived her best,
The gates of heaven opened and God called
her home to rest.
She had a kindly word for each and died be
loved by all.
Her smiling way and pleasant face are a
pleasure to recall.
We often think of days gone by when we were
all together,
a shadow o’er our lives is cast fqr she is gone
forever.
A. Belle Arnold
Blanch^ S. 'l’rince
•
Priscilla (>. Knight

the kindness shown me during my stay at
IN MEMORIAM
Knox Hospital. I also wish to extend my sin
In loving memory of our beloved husband
cere thanks to the Grange friends and rela
and brother. Orren M. Wotton, who passed
tives for the thoughtful Rifts given me since away Sept. 30,
my return home.
Do not ask us if we miss him,
'MIsr Liihelle Mank and parents
Oh, there’s such a vacant place;
Warren
Oft we think we hear his footsteps and sec ills
smiling face.
CARD OF TRANKS
We wish to thank our friends and neigh- Days of sadness still come o’er ns,
hors for their many kindnesses and floral Memory keeps him ever near us;
tributes during our recent bereavement.
, Tears of silence often flow since he left us
Mrs. Flora Philbrook, Ralph E. Philbrook,
one Fear a<°,

Arthur A. Philbrook,

Fuller - Cobb - Davis

♦ ♦

Wife, Sisters and Brothers

The old-fashioned man who didn’t
believe the "wet paint” sign has
son who puts his faith in a "prewar’^
liquor label.—^Dallas News.

One lot of Oak and Mahogany Dressers or Chest of
Drawers. Well built, convenient for storage—a rare
bargain at—

$10.95

WOOSTER’0
H MARKET u
FRESH FISH SPECIALS
HADDOCK
HALIBUT
SWORDFISH
MACKEREL
FINNAN HADDIE
CLAMS
OYSTERS
OYSTERS
Telephone 600

Free Delivery

Wooster’s Market
116-117

Ask To See the Sensational Reed Suite
We are offering—a beautiful suite—a splendid value
—available in walnut or gray. Sale price only $35.

LOOK ELSEWHERE—BUY HERE!

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
IUI

1929

E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.
Waldobor,

Rowland Highland!

ARTISTIC MEMORIALS In
STONE
«8tl

EDWARD K. GOULD
Attorney at Law
(Formerly Judge of Probate)
Special Attention to Probate Matter*
and Real Estate Tltlee
Corner Mein St. end Tilleen Ave.

Wtt

Page Four
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Every-Othcr-Day
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CAMDEN

,zl Could Never Get Along
without 'Kitchen-tested' Flour"
M rs. Roy Smith Declares
Th is New-Type Flour Ba nishes
Baking Fail ures an d Worry
“I could never get along without
COLD Medal * KitcAen - testec/’
Flour,” says Mrs. Smith. “When I
use this new-type flour there’s
nothing to worry about, no mat
ter what I make. I am sure that
one who uses it need never worry
about losing her husband if the
old saying is true that, ‘The way
to a man’s heart is through his
stomach’.”

At the meeting of the Mt. Battie
lodge, I.O.O.F. held this week these
officers were elected: X. G.. Fred E.
Hansen. Jr.: V. G., Norman Fuller;
recording secretary, John P. Leach:
financial secretary, Warren Conant \
treasurer, E. M. Crosby; trustees.
Charles C. Wood. J. Frank Thomas
and Chester L. Pascal. The officers
will be privately installed Oct. 8 by
District Deputy Leroy S Alley.
Judge Pierce Butler and family
have returned to their home in Wash
ington. D. C.. after spending the sum
mer at Melvin Heights.
Capt. Ernest G. Lamb has returned
to New York after spending several
weeks in Camden.
The I. L. Merrills left this week for
Daytona Beach, Fla., after spending
the summer in town.
The annual meeting of the ParentTeacher Association will be held at
the Y.M.C.A. on Tuesday evening at
7.30 o’clock. Business connected with
the coming of the Chautauqua spon
sored by the Association, will come
before the meeting. The Cahutauqua
will be held in the Opera House Oct.
15-17.

I COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE

Satisfaction Comes
In Knowing That

ESI

ALL

Mt. Zircon
BEVERAGES

INSIST
UPON
QUALITY
IT
COSTS
NO
MORE

ll

IO
I
'
i
,

!

Are Made With The
Pure Healthful Water
Of Moon Tide Spring

DL

I

The fall session of the Court of
Honor met Thursday evening in th*'
City building with an attendance of
40 Scouts, six Council officials, two
Scoutmasters and two guests present.
Maurice Shepard was promoted to
second class Scout in Troop 9. The
following Scouts were promoted to
first class rank: William Glover and
Lawrence Crane of Troop 6; Alvary
Gay of Troop 2; Francis Jackson orf
Troop 9 and Raymond Upham of
Troop 10.
Merit badge awards were made in
the following subjects: Brainerd
Thurston, gardening, diarying and
poultry keeping; Percy Young, wood
working, first aid. leathercraft, per
sonal health and public health; Her
bert Spear, swimming, pioneering
and leathercraft; William Ripley,
canoeing: William Glover, swimming,
pioneering and
canoeing;
Vere
Crockett, swimming: Weston Arey,
swimming; Alvary Gay, swimming,
leathercraft and firemanship; Lin
wood Aylward, canoeing, bird study,
athletics and pioneering; Russell
Morgan, swimming, markmanship,
athletics, pioneering; Carlton Ripley,
swimming.
Camp volunteer service badges
were presented to the Scouts and
leaders: Herbert Spear. William RipIcy, CMrlton Ripley and Scoutmaster
O. E. Ripley, the presentation being
made by the president of the Council,
A. F. McAlary, with appropriate re
marks.
Major R. W. Brown presided over
the meeting, assisted by F. L. Rich
ards of Rockport, a member of the
troop committee of Troop 7 and Depu
ty Commissioners John H. Brubaker
and A. L. Whittemore.
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Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Collins are
55
53 54
leaving this week for Daytona Beach,
i^r
Fla., where they will spend the win
[58
ter.
5b
On Sunday at St. Thomas Episco
pal Church at the 10.30 service there
59
will be dedicated to the memory of
Sidney J. Jennings of Camden and
©THC INTERNATIONAL SYNDICATE.
New York City a stained glass win
dow. The memorial is the gift of
Mrs. Roy Smith. Ansonia, Conn.
Mrs. Jennings and her children.
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
The regular meeting of the Spanish
15-Yonder
jn advance exactly what your
1-To
hurt
42-A
skating
floor
War Veterans will be held on Tues
4-Byrd’» trans-Atlantic 44-Bind
18- To snare
results will be.
day, Oct. 1.
plane
46-Pronoun
19- Possessive pronoun
Mrs. Arthur T. Mullin. Spring
DEMAND
10-Antique
49- Prefix. With
Special “Kitchen-tested”
23-Celebrated
street will entertain The Friends-InBaking Failures and Worry
12- Old
50- E. Central State
Council on Tuesday afternoon.
26-To express gratitude
Recipes
In
Every
Sack
13Dlteaae
of U. S.
Are Now Banished Forever
Mr. and Mrs. zklfred E. Norris will
to
16- Grleved secretly
53-lngenuoue
(Changed Every 3 Months)
close Kenwood Monday and return
28-To incline the head
55- Fears
17A
pen-name
XTOW when women bake they
to their home in Brooklyn.
30-Greek letter
Please accept, free of charge, sim
ALWAYS!
20- ln this manner
56- Capable
Charles W. Babb Jr., has gone to
-1
are always sure of perfect
32-To give council to
21- Rallroad (abbr.)
58- Rodent
plified recipes for 12 of Betty
Lowell, Mass., dwhere he has entered
34-Location
22- Cornblnlng farm.
59- Recompense
results—no watching, waiting and
the Lowell Textile School.
Crocker’s most delicious baking
-r
36- Clergymen
New
•
60- Doctrlnea
worrying until bread or pastry
Mrs. Sumner Davis will entertain Mrs. Margaret E. Libby. In honor of
37- A large Italian
23- -A flowerless plant
creations. Recipes for the dainti
VERTICAL
the ladies of the Methodist society the new president. Mary L. Arey, a
Island
comes out of the oven.
24- Pertonal pronoun
est cakes, the finest cookies, the
Wednesday afternoon at her home on bouquet of daisies for each table was
39-A waterfall (Scot)
1-Oetentatious
25- Near
SPRUCE HEAD
Commercial
street.
given by a member, also a gift to the
43-Nlne (Latin)
They use a new-type flour for all it was not uniform in oven action.
most popular pastries known.
2- Exclamatlon
27-A musical
Mrs. Elbridge Simmons has em
The annual installation of Maiden j retiring president, Mrs. Frank Mul
45-To terminate
3- T r Ifle r
Instrument
Each one is "simplified” until it is
baking purposes—Gold Medal
Cliff Rebekah lodge will be held on len. and to Mrs. Charles Chilles, who ployment in Rockland at the Stan
So now all Gold Medal Flour is
47Former Russian
5- Myeelf
29-Artlcle
"Kitchen-tested” Flour—that sim
remarkably
easy,
too.
Wednesday evening when the offi nad served the circle as president for ley House.
rulers
6- To erect
31-Name of Nobile's
* Kitchen-tested” before it comes to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
George
Snow
have
cers will be privately installed by three years.
plifies baking remarkably and ban
7- To pass as unworthy 48- Tc break with a
airship
All
12
of
these
simplified
“
Kitchenreturned
home*after
motoring
to
New
you. As each batch comes through
Grace M. Howe, district deputy pres
sharp noise
of notice
33-Consumes
Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Kelley who
ishes the cause of most baking
ident. Refreshments will be served. have been guests of Mr. and Mrs. T. Hampshire with Mr. and Mrs. Eddie
51- A unit of work and
the mill it is tested by actual bak tested” recipes are inside every sack
8- A letter of the
35-To become firmly
Rackliff.
failures.
Mrs. E. G. Wiley is visiting friends
energy
alphabet
united
L. Roberts returned Tuesday to Pel
ing-bread. cakes, biscuits, pas of Gold Medal “Kitchen-tested”
Sidney Thompson is rebuilding a
in Boothbay Harbor.
52- A kind of cheese
9- Sums up
38-To fatten
Flour.
You
can
get
a
full
set
today
ham,
N.
H.
chimney
at
Frank
Maloney
’
s
at
South
Failures, experts found, were tries—in an oven just like yours.
The Congregational ladies’ circle
54-An Arabian garment
40- Deo volente (abbr.) 11-Queer
Mrs. Frank Haskell was the hostess Thomaston.
will hold their annual meeting and
mostly due to the fact that 2 sacks Only flour which acts the same —simply ask your grocer for Gold
57-1nto
14—Like gold
41- Conjunctlon
to
the
Pals
Wednesday
night.
Harold
Waldron
of
the
Texas,
Co.,
the parish house.
Medal “ Kitchen-tested” Flour.
of the same flour often acted differ perfect way every time is allowed
Mary
Morong
of
Rockport
is
the
of
Rockland
is
having
his
annual
va

election of officers on Wednesday at
guest of her grandmother, Mrs. Mar cation.
Washburn Crosby Company
ently, even with the same recipe... to go out to you. Thus you know
the parish house.
Solution to Previous Puzzle.
There were quite a number from this
Megunticook Grange fair on Fri garet E. Libby.
place
attended
Union
Fair,
among
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Robert
Arey,
Mr.
and
day and Saturday. Nov. 22-23.
Probate Notices
October 24 is the date of the 24th Mrs. Russell Arey and Mildred Rob them John McKenzie. Mr. and Mrs.
Harold
Waldron
and
children
Richard
inson
returned
Wednesday
from
a
STATE OF MAINE
anniversary gift ball of Camden Comand Nathalie, Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
mandery, Knights Templar. A new motor trip through Maine.
To all persons Interested in either of the ,
Rackliff,
daughter
Irene.
Mrs.
Henry
The
Weary
Club
spent
the
week

Ford Tudor sedan will be given
estates hereinafter named :
At a Probate Court held at Rockland, in '
end at the Zenas Burgess cottage. York. Mrs. Charles Burke and Mr.
away.
and for the County of Knox, on the 17th day ;
and
Mrs.
Leslie
Thompson
and
“The Rose of Sharon” will be the Mrs. Mary Chapman of Rockland was
of
September, In the year of our Lord one J
daughter Lila.
subject of Rev. Ernest M. Holman’s guest of honor.
thousand nine hundred and twenty-nine, and
Mrs.
Earl
Drinkwater
and
Mrs.
by adjournment from day to day from the j
address at the Baptist Church orf
Mrs. Scott Littlefield left Thursday
Sunday morning. There will be spe for Portland with her son Robert and Henry York attended the movies at 17th day of said September the following ;
matters have been presented for the action j
Rockland
Thursday
night.
cial music.
daughter Marion who will enter the
Always sold in trade-marked sack—never in bulk'
Mrs. Annie Thompson was a busi thereupon hereinafter indicated it Is hereby
Mr. and Mrs. Ora R. Brown are Children's Hoapital for minor opera
Ordered:
ness
visitor in Rockland Tuesday.
enjoying a motor trip to places of in tions.
That notice thereof be given to all persons j
S T u NL
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Henry
York
enter

terest in Canada.
The first of a series of dances was tained Mr. and Mrs. Clark of Au interested, by causing a copy of tills order | L O N GJ
day with 6000 pounds of lobsters for Dorothy Mackaill and Jack Mulhall,
to
be published three weeks successively In |
What might have been a serious held Friday night at Town hall with
FRIENDSHIP
The
Courier-Gazette,
a
newspaper
published
gusta this week.
will be the feature picture at the conflagration was averted by the
13 A, T
Trefethern's lobster shop.
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Wallace of
at Rockland in said County that they may I
music by the Fakers.
|
E T O N|
Mrs. James Burns :s visiting rela Playhouse Saturday night.
appear at a Piobate Court to be held at said I
quick work of the firemen early
Portland spent the weekend with Mr.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Almond
Chetwynde
Mrs. Wilder Perry of Camden vis Thursday evening when a blaze was
Rockland, on the 13th day of October, A. I)., i
tives in Swan’s Island.
ORFF'S CORNER
and Mrs. Stanley Poland.
left Wednesday for Rockland where
1929, at nine o’clock in the forenoon, and be
Mrs. Lester Simmons and daughter ited her daughter, Mrs. William H- discovered under the wharf of the
Mrs. Ibrymond Jackson and infant heard
Joseph Fernandez is occupying his
Mr.
Chetwynde
entered
Knox
Hos

thereon If they see cause.
Notices ot Appointment
Esther are visiting Mrs. Carl Davis Hahn recently.
sash and blind factory of J. H. Hobbs pital for treatment.
son spent last week with Mr. and
house at Hatchet Cove.
ANNIE R. MOORE late of Rockport, de
Clyson Prior is employed by Capt. on Bay View street. It was without
in
Buckland.
Mrs. W. A. Jackson.
ceased, Will and Petition for Probate thereof ■
The Thelma, Capt, Josiah Poland,
W.
Y.
Fossett.
J.
E.
Snow.
L.
W.
“Two Weeks Off,” a comedy with Dodge on the Onaway.
doubt of Incendiary origin as was the
Mrs. Cecil Ludwig and Mrs. Leon asking that Letters Testamentary be issued to ‘ I. Charles L. Veazie. Register of Probate
made a round trip to Portland Tues
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Pierce of fire of Tuesday night at the Camden Lane and L. A. Coombs have re Achorn 'of Roxbury, Mass., Mrs. William E. Perry of Brookline. Mass., lie for the County/»f Knox, in the State of Maine,
being the Executor named in said will with- • hereby certify that In the following estates
turned
from
Boston.
Augusta are receiving congratula Lumber Co., owned by J. W. Ingraham.
the persons were appointed Administrators or
The (following party enjoyed Thurs Henry Meyer and Miss Mildred
tions on the birth of a daughter. Sept. Had either of the fires gained head
Meyer of Dorchester are spending the
MA*UD JOSEPHINE WASGATT late of j Executors and on the dates hereinafter in23. Mr. Pierce is the leader of the way. valuable property would have day at Idlewild, Shore Acres: Mrs. week with Mrs. Ad die Achorn.
1
Rockland, deceased. Will and ‘Petition for di rated :
Andy’ Johnson, Mjrs. Arthur Mills,
orchestra which has played for been destroyed.
GRORGE W. LUDWIG late of Thomaston,
rotate thereof asking that Letters TestaMrs. George Long and Mrs. Earl
dances here all summer.
Committal services were held at the Mrs. L. A. Coombs. Mrs. Addle Mag Conant and three children are at the mentary be issued to Rowland J. Wasgatt of deceased. September 10, 1929, Minnie A. LudRockland,
he
'being
the
Executor
named
In
wig
of Thomaston was appointed Admx. and
Mrs. Elmer Prior and daughter Mountain street cemetery yesterday nuson and Miss Ruth Bickford.
Long home here.
said will without bond, also requesting that qualified by filing bond on the same date,
Mr. and Mrs. George Ewell left
Doris have returned from Rockland afternoon for Mrs. Faustina Wilman
RICHARD L. SHUMAN late of Cushing,
Prayer meeting this week was held the Judge determine whether omission of
where they visited Mr and Mrs. Ed who died this week in New York City this week for Florida.
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Albert children from the will was intentional or not deceased. September 17. 1929, Myrna B.
Mrs. Flora Athearns of Gloucester,
occasioned by mistake.
Shuman of Cushing was appointed Admx. and
mund Wotton.
the deceased is survived by one sis
Elwell- Next week on Tuesday eve
ELIZABETH A. NICHOLS late of Woburn, qualified by filing bond on the same date.
ter. Mrs. A. H. Trulan and a brother, Mass., is the guest of her brother. ning it will be held with Mr. and Mrs.
Mass., deceased, Exemplified copy of the will
HARRISON F. LUCAS late of Union, de
E. M. Hall.
George
Grant,
both
of
Camden.
and probate thereof together with a Petition ceased, September 17, 1929, Maynard A.
Harold Achorn.
SOUTH WARREN
Mrs. Parker 'Williams and children
for
Probate
of
Foreign
Will
asking
that
the
Lucas of Union was appointed Exr. without
The ladies of the Farm Bureau met
Miss Zetta Jordan returned to
IS DELICIOUS ON SANDWICHES
left Thursday for Portland where her Thursday for an all-day meeting with copy of said will may be allowed, tiled and bond.
ROCKPORT
Brunswick Sunday.
decorded in the Probate Court of Knox Coun
MAIIAkA SIDEUNGER late of Washing
husband
has
employment.
Miss Jessie Lawrence, home dem ty and that Letters Testamentary be issued
Mrs. Emma Bradford has sold her
Mr. and Mrs. T. Charlton Henry,
Try It! You Will Like “No-Oil”
Mr. and Mrs. Gecfrge Boggs and onstration agent, in attendance to Arthur F. Ray of Woburn, Mass., he being ton, deceased, September 17, 1929, Claude L.
place to V. F. Studley of Rockland. who have been spending the summer
Sidelinger
of Monson, Maine, was appointed
the Executor named in said will without
AU Dealers Sell ‘‘No-Oil’’
It is now occupied by Mr. and Mrs. at their cottage on Beauchamp Point, Mr. Boggs’ mother of Marlboro, “Chair Caning” was the subject, and sureties
Admr. without bond.
on his bond.
Mass.,
who
have
been
guests
of
Mrs.
Frank Bean.
three different kinds were done.
WILBERT R. NORTON late of North Ilaven.
left Thursday for Philadelphia.
EDWARD ROBINSON late of Burlington.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Ela and son
Mr. and Mrs William Chatfield have Florence Pierce, returned Wednes
Vermont, deceased, Exemplified copj’ of the deceased September 17, 1929. Fremont Bev
erage
of North Haven was appointed Admr.
day
to
their
home.
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Counce of North closed their cottage at Beauchamp
will and probate thereof together with a
Fall Excursions
Petition for Probate of Foreign Will asking and qualified by filing bond on the same date.
Capt. Edward Greenleaf has .re
Anson and Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Point and returned to Cincinnati,
JAMES F. McMANUS late of Rockland,
that the copy of said will may be allowed,
turned from Neponset. Mass.
French were here to attend the Sim- Ohio.
filed and recorded In the (Probate Court of deceased, •September 17, 1929, Theodora R.
Mrs. S. E. Carroll of Conway. N.
mons-Counce wedding.
Knox County and that Letters Testament,nv Hawker of Augusta, was appointed Admx.
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Thomas and
be Issued to Clara S. Robinson of Burling and qualified by filing bond on the same date.
Good Will Grange Fair will be held, son Richard have returned from a H., Is the guest of Rev. and Mrs. P.
ton, Vermont, she being the Executrix named
NELLIE G. HILL late of Brookline, Mass.,
weather permitting. Oct. 23.
J. Clifford.
several days’ visit in Boston.
in said will.
September 17. 1829, Elizabeth H. Spalding
Several from here attended Lincoln
The following party enjoyed Thurs
Mrs. Ralph Wilson and daughter
of
Brooklyn, N. Y., was appointed Exr and
PSTATE OF FRED
KOSTER late of
Pomona in Waldoboro Tuesday and Carolee, who have been guests of day at Camp Merry Macs, Shore
Owl's Head, deceased. Petition for adminis qualified by filing bond without sureties on
report a large gathering, nearly 200 Mrs. Wilson's mother, Mrs. Leslie C. Acres: Gertrude Hall, Margaret Gildthe
same date. C. Earle Ludwick of Rock
tration asking that Ethel L. Koster of Owl’s
Head or some other suitable person be ap land. Agent in .Maine.
being present.
SPECIAL
Dean, the past week, returned Thurs den, Elizabeth Pease. Clyde McIntosh,
pointed Admx. without bondz
OSCAR E. FLINT late of Rockland, de
A farewell reception in the form of day to their home at Criehaven.
Hazel Malcolm, Susan Hopkins and
ESTATE OF LAWRENCE A HOPKINS late ceased. September 24, 1929. Frank C. Flint
REDUCED FARES
a card party was given by Mr. and
Mrs- S. H. Henry has closed her Mrs. Flora Athearns of Gloucester,
of North Haven, deceased, Petition for Ad of Rockland was appointed Administrator and
Mrs. Edward Spear in honor of Mrs.
ROUND TRIPS FROM
ministration asking that Eva Hopkins of qualified by filing bond on tlie same date.
cottage at Beauchamp Point and re Mass., guest of honor.
Attest:
”
Augusta Lane, proprietor of the Gift
$8.20 Camden....
$7.05 North Haven or some other suitable person
At Union Church Sunday the pas Bangor
CHARLES L. VEAZIE, Register.
be appointed Admx. without bond.
shop, who has left to spend the winter turned Thursday to Philadelphia.
7.85 Brooklin
9.50
tor, Rev. P. J. Clifford, will take for Buckaport
Mr.
and
Mrs.
E.
H.
Piper
are
vis

ESTATE OF EUCAKAH E. BOYNTON late
in Boston and Miss Zetta Jordan of
7.50 Bar Harbor 10.65 of Camden, deceased, Petition to Determine
his subject ’’The Message From the Belfast
Brunswick who has been visiting her iting friends In Riley.
Inheritance
Tax filed by Jennie L Boynton
Mountain
Top"
at
the
11.30
service.
Mrs.
Katherine
Dunbar
is
attend

Rockland $5.85
sister, Mrs. Charles Woodcock.
DR. BLAKE B. ANNII
Exx.
Clifford Spear and family of East ing the two day Library Round Table For evening he will talk aboult
Correspondingly low fares from
Chiropraotor
ESTATE OF ALVIN E. STUDLEY late of
"Jonah."
Mrs.
Joseph
Kittredge
will
session
at
Gardiner.
Warren and Mr. and Mrs. James
other landings
Warren, deceased, Petition to Determine In
111 Limaroek Strati
Arthur K. Walker has returned be director of music.
heritance
Tax
filed
by
Wendell
A.
Studley
Morse of Camden were recent callers
(Corner Llneoln)
Going Dates: Leaving any date from
from Boston where he was called by
Admr.
at O. A. Copeland’s.
Lady In att»ndanoe
ESTATE OF ERASTUS P. ROLLINS late ot
Dr. Rich. Eye Specialist, will be at September 23rd to October 12th, in
Mr. and Mrs. C. J. Copeland. the death of his brother, Ambrose
Phona Izdl
Warren, deceased, first and final account
Mary Arey’a next Wednesday. Oct. clusive.
Horace Lermond, Mr. and Mrs. Walker.
Painless 8yatam
(Special Sunday Sailing Oct, 13, to filed for allowance by Lindley C. Rollins Admr.
Elmer Crockett and Clinton Shibles 2, remaining one week.—adv.
Charles Maxey and children and
ESTATE OF ALVIN E. STUDLEY late of
of Adjusting
Boston
Frank Adams and family motored to leave Sunday for Amherst, Mass.
Warren, deceased, first and final account filed
Elmer to resume his studies at the
Return Limit:
15 days, including for allowance by Wendell A. Studley Admr.
Bingham and Solon Sunday.
NORTH HAVEN
Mrs. Rosa Cutting accompanied by Massachusetts Agricultural College
ESTATE OF CORA E. STUDLEY late of
The summer season for North Ha date of sailing.
DR. E. L SCARLOTT
friends from East Warren, motored and Clinton to enter the same college ven.. now^drawlng to a close, has Schedule has been arranged so that Warren, deceased, first and final account filed
i Successor to Dr. T. L. UcBeatkX
for
allowance by Wendell A. Studley Admr.
as a freshman.
to Orono recently.
been a record one In many resperts. persons visiting Brockton Fair can
ESTATE OF WILLIAM H. PERKINS late of
Delmont Ballard left Thursday for Never has been a succession of so tuke advantage of these reduced fares Warren,
Osteopathic Physician
Richard and Fred Bucklin are en
deceased, first and final account flletf
Boston for a few days’ visit with many beautiful days as during the
joying a Kentucky saddle horse.
By Appointment—Tel. 18S
for
allowance by Emerson W. Perkins Admr.
Comfortable
staterooms,
suitable
for
his cousin. Francis Tribou.
ESTATE OF JULIA H TITUS late of Union, 35 Limerock St.
past three months. People have been two persons, each way, $2.50 and up
ReeklanS
Oren Jones, supervisor of the Wor loth to leave the Island and even
deceased, first and final account filed for
APPLETON
Graduate et American School od
When your specifications say "clear lum
allowance
by
Nina
E.
Titus
Admx.
For
Information
and
reservations
ap

Many from this place attended the cester State Hospital, accompanied now not all have gone.
Oxtaopathy
ESTATE OF MELISSA YOUNG late of
ber” make sure that you get-what’s called
ply Wharf Office .
by Mrs. Jones, were guests of Mr. and
Dr. and Mrs. W. A. Purrington of
fair at Union Wednesday.
Vlnalhaven, deceased, first and final account
Mrs.
Leslie
C.
Dean
Wednesday.
Dover-Foxcroft
are
visitors
this
filed
for
allowance
by
Rodney
A.
Haskell
for—stock free from sap and knots, straight
Almond Gushee has raised a large
DR. F. B. ADAMS
The many friends of William week at the home of Fred Carver at
Admr.
lot of squash for the True Canning
grained and clean. If that’s what’s ordered,
400 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
Crockett are glad to welcome him the North Shore.
ESTATE
OF
WILLIAM
T.
COPELAND
late
Co. of Hope Corner.
of Warren, deceased, first and final account Office Hours: 1 to 4 and 7 to 8 P. M.
Mrs. Etta Noyes who went to Rock
and it comes from this yard, it IS clear
Work is being rushed on the High back to his old job as clerk In the
filed for allowance by Nathaniel li. Eastman
land last Saturday for a few days
Telephone 160
Admr.
School building hoping to have it store of the Rockport Ice Co.
lumber.
A
movement
has
been
made
and
a
treatment
at
the
hospital
is
reported
ready before cold weather.
ESTATE OF ALBERT W. RICH late ot
Attention
given to Medical and
Camden, deceased, (Petition to Determine In
Several hundred people were in at fund started by that active organi better.
Electrical Treatment
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
Same with our whole line — no matter
heritance tax filed by Alice M. Rich Admx.
The many friends of Mrs. James
tendance at the Pentecostal Church zation. The Fred A. Norwood Relief
0-120
c. t. a.
STEAMBOAT CO.
■what it is. Wallboard, for instance. We
of God meetings last Sunday after Corps, to erect in town a Soldiers' MacDonald are sorry to learn the Vlnalhaven, North Haven. Stonington and
ESTATE OF MARY J. BURTON late of
Monument. This is a worthy project painful mishap of Wednesday when
noon. These services have been large
Union, deceased, first and final account filed DR. LINWOOD T. ROGERS
Swan's Island
sell and recommend—
for allowance by Edward K. Gould Admr.
ly attended all summer, with many and should receive the hearty co she caught her hand in an electric
FALL ARRANGEMENT
operation
of
the
townspeople.
Let
’
s
washing
machine.
The
hand
was
ESTATE OF JOSEPH SAILER late of Phil- !
conversions and several water bap
(Subject to Change Without Notice)
Osteopathic Physician
badly mangled and Mrs. MacDonald
all get behind the move and push.
adelphia, deceased. Petition to Determine
1\ EFFECT (MT. 1. 192S
tisms.
Inheritance
tax filed by Mary Lowber Sailer |
was rushed to the Knox Hospital in
The
sermon
subject
at
thP
Bap

DAILY.
SUNDAY
EXCEPTED
3»e
MAIN 8T„ ROCKLAND
On account of Mrs. Kenney’s fail
and Joseph Sailer, Jr., Executors.
tist Church Sunday will be ’’Jesus.’’ a fast power boat by Will Cooper.
VINALHAVEN LINE
ing health Rev. Mr. Kenney feels he
Talaphona
1291; ResIdanM IIS-H '
ESTATE
OF
IDA
E.
CHAIMN
late
of
Rock

The
trip
was
made
in
36
minutes.
Special music will include a duet by
Steamer leaves Vlnalhaven at iS A. M., ar
must resign as pastor of the Baptist
deceased, first and final account filed
—the fireproof wallboard, simply because
After several weeks at the Knox riving at ^Rockland at 9.20 A. 'M., returning land,
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Storms and in
for
allowance
by
Edward
C.
IPayson
Executor.
w-ts
Church. Everyone feels sorry to have
the evening two selections by the Hospital following a surgical opera leaves Rockland at 2.30 P. IM., direct for
it’s the best there is. Made of pure gypsum
EDWIN J. HEAL late of Camden, deceased,
hi mago, as he is a man who shows male quartet. Sunday School will tion Will Dole returned to North Ha Vlnalhaven. arriving at 3.45 P. M.
AND SWAN’S ISLAND LINE will and petition for probate thereof, asking ,
rock, by the pioneers in the business.
charity for all regardless of creed meet at noon, B. Y. P. U. at 6 and eve ven Thursday in an improved condi STONINGTON
Steamer leaves Swan’s Island .at 6.30 A. M. that said will may he allowed and that Let- j
doctrine or belief, and he holds the re ning service at 7. sermon subject 'The tion.
Stonington at 7.25, North Hav^n at '8.20 ters Testamentary be issued to Sadie E. iHeal
Perfect for decorations (concealed joints).
of Camden, she being the Exx. named In said {
at Rockland about 9.30 A. M.
spect and love of all.
Sunday the sessions of the Sunday dueReturn
Battle Array.” The violin quartet
Never cracks, warps or buckles. Insulates.
—Leaves Rockland at 1.30 P. M. will without bond.
School will be resumed. The school North Haven at 2.30, Stonington at 3.40: due
will give a special selection.
ESTATE OF MARY E. MADDOCKS late ot
The reason there is plenty of room
Vermin-free. Permanent- Ask to see sample.
meets at 9.45. The morning service to arrive at Swan's Island about 5.00 ,P. M.
Union, deceased. Petition for Administration i
at the top is because so many who get
It H. STFNSON.
asking that Elbridge I>. Llnscott of Rockland '
of the church will now be held at 11
VINALHAVEN
General Agent
or some other suitable person be appointed
there fall oft—Grand Rapids Press
o’clock. The attendance the past few
Since 1840 this firm tiaa
Administrator.
The Weary Club gave * blr
| Sundays and In fact through the
faithfully served the families
Witness. MELZER T. CRAWFORD. Esquire, ,
party
surprise
to
Mrs.
hiiiza
-Lilen
I
snmmer
u
as
VPr
v
irntift'intr
...
summer has been very gratifying.
^LADIES!
Judge of Probate Court for Knox County,
of Knox County
Swears at her home ''ednesday j
a(jujt choir has rendered fine Now is the time to eliminate your
Rockland, Maine.
CONTRACTORS
LADY ATTENDANT
Consider It to be\
night.
Attest:
service which is greatly appreciated.
Tel. Day 450;Night 781-1
453 Main St.
Rockland
Tel. 14
Valuable JTedlcIne
Miss E. F. Roberts and Elizabeth Evening services at the church are
CHARLES L. VEAZIE. Register
AMBULANCE SERVICE
i
• Weiderhold returned from Rockland held at 7.30.
117-8126
Taka Buxton's Rheumatic Specific.
Be free
For Colic and Pains In Thursday.
I Mr. and Mrs. Harry Ring of Bath from suffering before cold weather. For eale
I
the Stomach or Bowels?
The housekeepers at Union Church have been visitors this week in the at all leading Drug Stores. Let us send you
WHEN IN BOSTON- Remember that you
, Prepared by the NOIWIT Midicih Co.. Norway. lie. Circle Thursday were Carrie Burns, home of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Beverage a booklet.
can buy copies of Tlie Courier-Gazette with
The Buxton Rheumatic Medicino Co..
YOUR MONEY REFUNDED, re
’ ROCKLAND, ME.
Mary
L.
Arey,
fleorgie
Robeits
and
Wednesday
they
made
the
trip
to
Abbot Village, Maine.
99-S-tf the home news, at tlie Old South News Agency,
’ If It failsto benefit you whenUEPdEtrlPtlTMdlrected on
• the inside wrapper. Try a buule. _ Sold by aU Ueaieia.
Rebecca Arey who substituted for Vlnalhaven in the Beverage car.
Washlngtou St., next Old South Church.
VQiv Not Now? I

iSIfflg*

TOtchm-tested

MT. ZIRCON

GOLD MEDAL FLOUR
“Kite hen-tested”

NO-OIL

Salad Dressing

BOSTON

EASTERN

tivamtihip linet

SHEETROCK

BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS

W. H. GLOVER & CO.

RHEUMATISM

BURPEE'S

Amazing Distance
Records
by Philco Owners
More owners of Philco radios
than of any other set enjoy the
tinglingthrill of hearing really
distant stations—stations thou
sands of miles away. Read
what this Philco enthusiast
has to say:

LOWBOY
net, nnltbed in bird s-eye
maple und Oriental wal
nut, equipped with gen
uine Electro - Dynamic
Speaker, Acoustic Equaliz
ers and two 245 power

129

Price

50

lVeutrodyn*

Plus

Screen Grid, •Ilf)5®

tubes, push-pull.

Tubes Extra

'HE above experience is not unusual
± under favotable conditions. We have
hundreds of similar unsolicited letters on file.
You too, if your location is good and when
weather conditions are normal, can enjoy the
thrill of speech and music thousands of miles
away. And whatever your location may be,
you can feel more sure of getting greater dis
tance with a Philco than with any other set.

other unit, is the explanation of Philco’a
astonishing superiority in getting distance.
The same balanced -unit principle which
gives Philco radio vast distance range, also
gives it unsurpassed clarity, richness of tcr.a
and extraordinary selectivity.

Extraordinary engineering, which permits
the precise balancing of each unit with every

Free Home Demonstration
We will gladly install any Philco mod*1 you
select — right in your own home, for * free
demonstration. Come in today!

A complete range of Philco Radios from $67.00 to $205.00

SEA VIEW GARAGE, INC.
689 Main Street,

WALDOBORO
Edward A. Trowbridge of Rpsjon is
the guest of his sister Mrs. Emma
T. Potter.
Mrs. C B. Stahl. Mrs. H. H. Kuhn.
Mrs. II. R. Smith. Mrs. Ella L. Whito
attended the meeting of the Lincoln
County Union at Damariscotta Mills
Tuesday.
Mr and* Mrs. Charles Goodwin of
North Berwick have been guests of
Mrs. Nellie Overlook.
Arthur Benner and Miss Marjorie
Benner of Gardiner have been visit
ing their aunt. Mrs. W. H. Crowell.
Rev. H. O. Megert was in Augusta
and Hallowell Monday.
Ainsley H. Moody of Nobleboro
and Miss Thelma Benner, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Frank L. i Benner
were united in marriage Sunday noon
by the Rev. II. O. Megert. The double
ring service was used. ’
Mrs. Eudora Miller is visiting in
Friendship.
An interesting union service will
be held next. Sunday evening at 7
o’clock at the Congregational Church.
The speakers, will be Mr. and Mrs.
E. M. Lawrence of Rockland and they
will
take
for
their
subjects.
“America’s Economic Problems” and
“This Day of Power.” Mr. and Mrs.
Heiser will have charge of the musi
cal program.
Lincoln Pf mona Grange was enter
tained Tuesday by Meenahga Grange
and an enjoyable and profitable
meeting is reported with 14 granges
in attendance. Degrees were con
ferred on several candidates in the
morning and dinner was served at
noon to about 300 members. The
afternoon program was in charge of
the Lecturer Mrs. Marion C. Peaslee.
The third and fourth degrees were
conferred with an officer from each
grange in the chairs under the su
pervision of County Deputy Lydia B.
Morse. The officers for the third de
gree were Worthy Master, George
Huston; overseer, Evans Chase: lec
turer, Mrs. Helen Linscott; steward.
Leola Mank;
assistant
steward.
Charles Leadbetter; lady assistant
steward, Margaret Leadbetter; chap
lain, Mrs. Ella Bond; gate-keeper,
Bernal Jewett; Ceres, Carrie Hall;
Pomona. Georgia Woodbridge; Flora.
Marion Boynton. The officers for the
fourth degree were Master, Newman
Felt; overseer. Lena Miller; lecturer.
Olive Dow; steward, Leola Mank; as
sistant steward. Oraville Shuman;
lady assistant steward. Celia Whitehouse; Ceres. Helen Jewell; Pomona,
Addie Benner; Flora. Lizzie Felt The
organist was Mrs. Lillian Whidden. A
special feature of the work was the
fine presentation of the Harvest
March by the following members of
Maple Grange: Oraville Shuman
Sadie McGuerty, Ella Hldlebrandt.
Isabelle Sprague. Maude Mank. Mar
guerite Orff, Lelia Whitehouse and
Dora Mank. The tableaus were pre
sented by members of Meenahga
Grange and the young ladies received
much praise for their initial perfor
mance. At the close of the degree
work Mrs. Olive Dow recited an ori
ginal poem in a delightful manner.

Rockland, Me.

BE SURE TO HEAR THE NEW PHILCO BEFORE YOU BUY ANY RADIO

CUSHING
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Every-Other-Day

improvements on the Pettit place
which he recently purchased, among
which are a modern hen pen and
brooder houses, garage and piping
the water to the house from a near
by spring which he has cemented.
He plans to do more in the near
future.
A. C- Campbell and family who
have spent the summer at Orchard
cottage are returning to New York
this week.
Mrs. John Olson who has been ill
since early spring has so far recov
ered as to take a short motor ride
recently.

Halsey Flint is suffering from an
injured finger caused from getting
it in contact with the engine in his
motor-boat.
Mrs- Mary Flint is nursing a very
sore thumb having been bitten by
their horse, which she was feeding
from her hand when the accident oc
curred.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Peterson of
Bangor have been in town for a few
days, guests of William McNamara,
who has returned to their home with
them for an indefinite stay.
F. I. Geyer is at Pleasant Point
GLENCOVE
farm this week both day and night,
while Mr. and Mrs. Carle are away
A pleasant day was spent at the Lily
on their annual vacation.
Pond in Rockport Sunday in the
Mr. and Mrs. Emery Hart and form of a reunion of the Calderwood
daughter of Portland were in town j family. A delicious picnic lunch was
Sunday looking up old schoolmates fenjoyed at noon. Those in the party
and friends. He is an electrical en | were Mr. and Mrs. Eben Ca’derwood.
gineer, for many years stationed at j Mrs. Linthel Lane and three children
South Portland, now removed to of Rockport, Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
Portland. They were on their way I Calderwood and daughter of Buffalo,
to Bar Harbor, concluding a two > N. Y.. Mrs. Millie Coombs and daughweeks’ vacation in which they have I ter of Rockland. Mr. and Mrs. H. G.
been to New York, Niagara, Montreal ! Calderwood and two children and Mr.
and viewed Niagara Falls from both and Mrs. A. B. Packard of Glencove.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Murch and
sides, besides many other places of
interest. This was his boyhood home. daughter Fannie and three children
He left here about 30 years ago, work of Freedom called on friends here
ing first on the steamer Anodyne. Wednesday.
Inez Packard was guest of Mrs.
He was married 28 years ago and
Alice Gregory Wednesday.
has children and grandchildren.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Nutt motored
Mrs. Edna .Warren and brother
Clinton Somes of Arlington. Mass., to Portland last week.
Mrs.
Herbert Calderwood and
are in town, the guests of Mr. and
daughter Jean of Buffalo and Mrs.
Mrs- Harry Young.
Fred Leavitt of Haverhill, Masf., Eben Calderwood called at the home
nnd four children were recent guests of A. I». Packard Friday.
Mr, and Mrs. Henry Tom inski and
of his mother, Mrs. W. R. Beckett.
Hiram Ulmer of Rockland was in two children of Rockport spent Sun
day with her mother, Mrs. Cloe
town last week.
Young.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Bigelow of Wal
Mr.’and Mrs. Henry Keller of West
doboro were in town last week.
Rockport were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Miss Edna Boggs ’of Warren was at Charles Maxey Sunday.
B. S. Geyer’s Sunday.
Friends of Miss Bessie Gregory of
Mrs. Nancy Bushnell of Thomaston Haverhill. Mass., will be pleased to
is visiting her daughter, Mrs. W.^F. learn of her marriage Sept. 15 to
Flint.
Drayton Martin of Long Island. N.
W. W. Taylor of South Sudbury Y., where they have an apartment.
as in town last week .
Mrs- F. L. Maloney is the guest
WHITE HEAD
this week of her daughter, Mrs. F.
I. Geyer.
Mrs. Everett Mills is spending a
B. S. Geyer, M. J. Maloney and Al few days at her home in Rockland
varo Olson have employment at J.
Mr. and Mrs. Noyes Alley and son
Perie’s. Mr. Perie is making many James are on 10-day furlough, in

WONDERFUL WOOD PIPELESS
Heaters of enormous
power with no upkeep

expense for years to

come.
Tested out under many of the
maif severe requirements in Maine,
this furnace has proven its merit.

Established 1839

WOOD & BISHOP CO.
Bangor, Maine
tlold By
VEAZIE HARDWARE CO., Rockland; A T. NORWOOD, Warren

Jcnesport. They were accompanied
there by Mrs. Eli Beale, who came to
attend the Beale-Thompson wedding.
Chief Bos’n Mate Elden Godfrey
of the Hampton Beach, U.S.C.G. has
been transferred to the station here.
U. S. Lighthouse Tender Ilex,
landed supplies at the light station
Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph I. Thompson
have arrived home from their wed
ding trip. Mrs. Edward Beale of
Beals, the bride’s mother will remain
here for a fortnight’s visit.
H. E. Perkins, attorney, of Boston
and Edwin Perkins, of the Bell Tele
phone Co. of Chicago, are at IL W.
Andrews’ for a week’s gunning and
fishing.
Mr. and Mrs. Acel Hupper spent
Sunday at Port Clyde.
J. K. Lowe of the U. S. Lighthouse
Depot of Chelsea, Mass., who has
been on a week’s visit at his heme.
Spruce Lodge. Rackliffe Island, has
returned to Chelsea.
Mrs. J. K. Lowe entertained her
sister and party of friends of Massa*
j chusetts last week.
John Crockett of North Haven took
a load of sheep from White Head
Tuesday.
F. L. S. Morse, superintendent of
schools, visited the school here Tues
day.
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Alley, second
assistant at the Light, are on a motor
trip through Eastern Maine, Mrs. A.
B. Beale, of Matinicus Rock Light is
their guest.
Vincent Alley of the Light is at
tending High School In Jonesport.
At the Beale-Thompson wedding
the name of Mrs. Everett Mills, wife
of Capt. Mills, U. S. C. G. should
have appeared in the list of guests.

SEARSMONT
Rally Week at the M. E. Church
will begin Sunday, Wesley Founda
tion Day. Program: Talk to the chil
dren; sermon by pastor: Epworth
League rally. Monday—3.30, story
hour and games, beginners, primary
and junior groups; 7.30. parents and
teachers. Tuesday, county conven
tion; Wednesday—Cradle roll, 3 to
4 p. m.; 7.30 mothers’ meeting. Mrs.
Sara Laffin Hammons of Augusta
will speak. Thursday—3.30, hand
work. juniors and intermediates;
7.30. young peoples’ night Rev. Mr.
Mesler of Morrill will speak. Friday
Ladies Aid will meet at the vestry for
business plans and social. Lunch
will be served. Rev. Anna Webb,
after attending the Ladles’ Aid meet
ing, will go out visiting the shut-ins:
5.30-6.30 Mothers’ and Daughters, at
which Miss Nellie Michels will speak:
7.30, social hour. Saturday—Hike at
7.00. fathers and sons; 8.30-9.30 busi
ness meeting. Sunday general rally—
all families are invited to attend this
meeting, each family to be seated in
the pew together, or in a group, at
Moody Mountain in the evening.

SOMERVILLE
Mr. and Mrs. Fred L. Turner of
Hartland were at home Sundav.
N. M. Newbegin of Damariscotta
was a Monday business caller in
town. '
George Fuller and son of Palerfno
are employed at F. A. Turner’s pick
ing apples.
F. II. Tracy went to Augusta Tues
day.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Carey and
daughter of Boston. Mass., were
Tuesday business callers at A R.
Colby’s

UNION

We have the Greatest Selection
oS O.K.’d Used Cars - - * * at the
Lowest Prices in our History

LOOK

at
these bargains!
1929
CHEVROLET COER
1929
This car has low mileage, good tires
and many extras.
WITH AN O. K. THAT COUNTS

1928
CHEVROLET SEDAN
1928
Low mileage; good tires and many
extras. Only $190 Down.
WITH AN O. K. THAT COUNTS

1928
CHEVROLET COACH
1928
Reconditioned, equipped with Bump
ers. Spare Tire; $180 Down.
(
WITH AN O. K. THAT COUNTS

1928
CHEVROLET COUPE
1928
Has had the best of care! Dueo is
good as new; Good Tires and Spare;
$180 Down.
WITH AN O. K. THAT COUNTS

If you expect to buy.a used car this Fall—come in
NOW! We have the widest selection of fine used
cars in our history. Many of them can scarcely be
told from new. They are good for thousands of
miles of satisfactory service—and the prices will
absolutely amaze you. This is an unusual oppor
tunity to get exactly the car you want—at the
price you want to pay.
Attached to the radiator cap of each of our recon
ditioned cars is the famous Chevrolet red "O. K.
that Counts” tag. This tag shows you exactly
what vital units of the car have been reconditioned
or marked “O. K.” by our expert mechanics. It is
your absolute assurance of quality and value.
Look for this tag and KNOW that your purchase is
protected!

1928
WHIPPET SEDAN
1928
Low mileage and many extras; fully
equipped: $180 Down.
WITH AN O. K. THAT COUNTS

Sea View Garage Inc.,
Tel. 1250

689 Main Street,

Mr. and Mrs. Howard Hagar «.
Bingham were guests of Mrs. Eliza
1920
CHEVROLET SEDAN
1920
beth Hilt this week.
Just been Ducoed; good tires; just
Mr. and Mrs. George Burgess were
in town to attend the Fair.
the car for Ihis winter; $90 Down.
Mr. and Mrs. Conrad Seiders apd
WITH AN O. K. THAT COUNTS
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Sawyer of Port
land were in town to attend the fu
neral service of their aunt. Amanda
CHEVROLET TRUCK
Messer.
The pastor has returned from his
All ready for work. Look this one
vacation and occupied the pulpit at
over
the Methodist church Sunday morn
WITH AN II. K. THAT COUNTS
ing. The theme of the sermon was
"God Seeking Man—Man Seekin
God.”
Miss Martha Gordon has gone to
Don't Forget Our
Lewiston to enter Bates College,
USED CAR LOT
Miss Mabel Esancy is attending
Across From Garage
Gorham Normal School.
E. Mont Perry of Rockland is at
Mrs. J. D. Thurston’s.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Ryan have re STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP. MAN
SIMONTON
AGEMENT. CIRCULATION. ETC. RE
turned to their home in Watertown,
QUIRED BY THE ACT OF (ONGRESS OF
A heavy frost visited this locality
Mass.
AUGUST 24. 1912, OF THE (XH’RIERAlvah Robbins of Medford, Mas§.
GAZETTE. PUBLISHED EVERY TEES last Sunday night and wilted the
DAY. THURSDAY AND SAT I RDAY. AT gardens somewhat.
spent the weekend with his family
• ROCKLAND, MAINE. FOR (XTOBER 1.
here.
The newly constructed piece of
1929.
There will be a well baby confer
third class highway on the Simon
State of Maine, County of Knox, SS.
ence in the M. E. Church vestry
Before me, a Notary Public in and for the ton road reflects much credit upon
Thursday from 2 to 4 p. m. Dr. State and county aforesaid, personally ap Road Commissioner Henry Carlton.
Plumer and Miss Lawrence will he peared F. A. Winslow, who, having been duly It is certainly a fine piece of road.
sworn according to law, deposes and savs that
there. All children under school ag
Chester Leach of New Haven and
is the Associate Edlto- of The Courier-Ga
may attend. These conferences are he
zette, and that the foil* wing Is, to the best of his mother of Roctfland were recent
free and those who once come always his knowledge and belief, a true statement of visitors of Mr. and Mrs. C. J.
come again. Many babies never miss the ownership, management, the circulation, Mathews.
etc., of the aforesaid publication for the
a conference and visitors to the con
date shown in the above caption, required
Charles Ripley of Searsmont and
ference always admire them as they by the Act of August 24, 1912. embodied in
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Webster of Boston
are so happy and healthy. Now that section 4 43, Postal Laws and Regulations
were at Mr. and Mrs. C. J. Mathews’
the busy summer months are over
1. That ihe names and addr°sses of ’he
there will be many babies come who publisher, editor, associate editor and busi last week.
ness managers are: Publisher, The CourierMrs. Benjamin Talenbloom is in
have never attended before.
Gazette; Editor. W O. Fuller; Associate Edi
Philadelphia on a visit.
tor, F. A. Winslow, all of Rockland, Me.
2. That the owners are The Courier-Ga
The Friday night dances in Com
WARREN
zette. ami (stockholders owning, or holding munity hall are well patronized,
1 percent or more of tlie total amount ot
Dean’s music being very popular.
Those from out of town who at stock) W. O. Fuller, Kathleen S. Fuller,
Caroline F. Jones. F A Winslow, N. S. Perry.
A reception and shower was tend
tended the funeral services for the H.
G. Cole, O. F. Hills, .1. M. Richardson, all
ered our latest newlyweds Mr. and
late G. B. Hanly Wednesday after of Rockland, Me.
Mrs. Harold Buzzell Sept. 14 in Com
noon were Kenneth Hanly of Boston
3 That the known bondholders, mortga
gees, and other security holders, owning or munity hall. A lunch of sandwiches,
Mrs. Marion Hanly Payson of Ban
gor. Mrs. Agnes Clark of Freeport holding 1 percent or more of total amount cake and that delicious coffee pre
bonds, mortgages or other securities are: pared by Mrs. Melvin was served, fol
Mrs. Ora Packard of Freeport. Mr. of
(There are none )
lowing which a collection of fine artd
and Mrs. Proudman and Miss Blanche
4 That the two paragraphs next ahoy?, useful household articles was pre
Proudman of Waterville. Felix Ryan giving the names ot' the owners, stock
of Bangor, Mr. Lamson of Belfast holders, and security holders, if any, con sented to the happy couple by C. J.
Miss Elizabeth Levensaler of Thom tain not only tlie list of stockholders and Mathews on behalf of their friends.
security holders as they appear upon tinaston, Mrs. Naomi O’Brien. Mr. ar.d books of the company, but also, in cases Dancing, games and social chat fol
Mrs. George Hanly. Charles Payson where the stockholder or security holde: lowed. The bride and groom are
appears upon the books of the company making their heme in Rockport.
and Edward Keating of Thomaston.
trustee or In any other fiduciary re’a
Percy Bryant Jr. and James Mor
G. E. Gray has been demonstrating as
tlon, the name of tlie person or corpora
radios at I’nion Fair this week.
t'.on for whom su.li trustee is acting, li- ton are employed on the State high
Mrs. Clarence Madden has been given ; also that the said two paragraphs way near East Union.
spending a few days at her fomrer contain statements embracing affiant's ful’
knowledge and belief as to Hie circuni
home in Augusta.
stances and conditions under which stock
NORTH WALDOBORO
The next Child Health Conference holders and security ho’ders wiio do not
appear upon the books of the company as
meets Oct. 4.
Mrs. Fannie Pareher and son Frank
Mr. and Mrs. George Eaton were trusteea, hold stock and securities in r of Whitinsville, Mass., who have been
capacity other than that of a bona fid<
guests last Saturday of Chester Hall. owner; and this affiant has no reason t< visiting Mrs. 1‘archer’s sister, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Eaton who are motoring believe that any other person, association Lena Miller, returned to their home
through Maine, intend to return to or corporation lias any interest direct oi Th ursday.
Indirect in the said stock, bonds, or otliei
Warren again before going home.
Mr. and Mrs. Shorey of Portland
securities than as so stated liy him.
Rev. C. D. Paul will speak Sunday
have been at D. O. Stahl’s the past
5. That the average number of copie
morning on “The Present Opportun »f each issue of this publication sold oi few days.
•
ity.” "Some Patriotic Women Found distributed, through tlie mails or otherwise
Joan Burnheimer passed the week
to
paid
subscribers
during
the
six
month*
in the Bible” is the topic for the eve preceding the date shown above is 6017. end with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
ning service.
(This information is required from daily V. V. Burnheimer.
Oct. 6 will be observed as Rally Day publications only, hut Tlie Courier (iazett«
Mr. and Mr A. James Storer were
waives
the exemption).
at the Congregational Church.
Sunday guests of Mrs. Horace SlmF
A.
WINSLOW.
Those from the Baptist Church who
Associate Editor. Tions, South Waldoboro.
attended the fall session of the Bap
The Ladies Aid of M. E. Church
Sworn to and subscribed hefor- me tilltist Association at Cushing Wednes twenty-fourth day of September. 1029.
will serve a baked bean dinner at
FRANK B MILLER
day included Rev. and Mrs. IL M.
the Bogues schoolhouse Friday.
Notary Public
Purrington, Mrs. Mansfield Robinson.
A little boy named Donald Everett
(My commission expires Sept. 13, 1930)
Mrs. Edward Seavey, Mr. and Mrs.
117-lt arrived at the home of Mr. and Mrs
Leslie Packard. J. M. Hart. Mrs.
Alice Gordon and Mrs. Thomas Cope
land.
Supt. F. D. Rowe, Mrs. Rowe and
a
George Newcomb motored to Bath
Thursday where Mr. Rowe was
scheduled to speak before the Lincoln
An Old Family
THE DEMAND IS GENERAL FOR
and Sagadahoc County Teachers’
Doctor's Favorite
. Convention.
Prescription.
| The excise tax on automobiles may
■ be paid at any time to Willis R. Vinal.
A Specific for Croup. Coughs. Cold.
(town treasurer, who has been placed
Chilis and Spring-time Ills and Ails. A
in charge of such collections in town.
Standard Household Remedy.
Should
I The topic for the mid-week servBe in Every Home. Safe for Children.
Not
Expensive.
ive at the Baptist church is “As His
| Custom Was.”

ALL AFTER IT NOW”

Ballard’s Golden Oil

Rockland, Me.

Merlin Eugley Wednesday morning. (’.range attended Lincoln Pomona at
.Mrs. Bernys Jameson is caring for i Waldoboro Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. George Boliver are
Mrs. Eugley.
Mr. and Mrs. Laforest Mank .and* guests at Irving Heald’s.

Everett Shuman and A. W. WinMrs. Jennie and Dora Mank were in
( henbach attended Mason meeting in
Rockland Saturday,
Several members
from Maple t Warren Monday night.

BIRD’S ROOFS

Bird's Twin Shingles
(•
Yon have probably delayed repairing that old
worn-out, weather-beaten roof because you just
didn’t want to go through the trouble of ripping
off the old shingles. You know that it would be a
dirty, messy job, littering up your lawns and garden
plots with splinters, nails and broken shingles.

i

Here’s good news! You can cover your home with- ’
out going through all that unnecessary work. Save
the time and money you would spend tearing up
the old shingles. Lay Bird’s Twin Shingles or
Fours right over your present worn-out roof!
Birtfi Twin Shingles, laid over yonr old ahingles, will malre t
a durable, weather-proof and waterproof double roof for yoor
home that will protect you from rain, mow, and from flying
■parks and embers.
Bhxf ■ Twin Shingle* are made by Bird & Son. Inc. (Em. \
1795), manufacturers of Bird’s Shingle Design Roll Roofing,
Paroid Roofing, Neponset lllaek Building I'aper and Nepon
set Board. There'* a Bird product for every sort of buildingl

Ve are hradquartm for Bird's roofingt,
building papers and wail board,

W. H. GLOVER & CO. .
453 Main Street

Rockland

Tel. 14

>

Every-Other-Day
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PLEASANT POINT

THOMASTON

THE REALM OF M USIC

A large delegation of Masons vis
ited the Warren lodge Monday eve
ning. Friday night the local lodge
conferred the Mark Master degree on
on© candidate.
Gladys St. Clair Morgan
A.
Wilson,
Connecticut
State
Prison officer motored from Wethers
field Conn., to visit his family hero
Frafik H. Thomas of Camden writes have decided that she is legitimately
a few days.
Miss Edna Lermond who has been to this column and scores ‘a point in a conductor rather than a curiosity on
the conductor’s stand. Leginska has
spending several weeks with her which we most heartily agree:
“I note you some times touch on fought her way to serious recogni
brother Guy Lermond, returned to
the subject of piano tuners with a tion as an orchestra leader through
Whitinsville Friday .
Rev. and Mrs. H. S. Kilborn. Dea comment. I am glad you do, for the all sorts of barbed wire entangle
con Edward O’B. Burgess. Deacon tuner is as necessary to the pianist ments of opinion. On one hand, she
and Mrs. Edward Brown. Miss ilar- as bread is to our well being, and the received gushing praise from an
riet Levensaler, Mrs. W. A. Xew- point I wish to make is, after the big army of women, more because of her
^ombe, Mrs. William Xewbert, Mrs. ! artists have left us and gone to the being a woman than because of her
Henry B. Shaw. Mrs. A. F. Rice, Mrs. cities, there remains with us one ability. For this reason, many said
C. H. Washburn, Miss Rosa Teele and artist whom we seldom see men that she was over-rated. As a plain
Mrs. E. P. Starrett attended the Wed tioned. He is, indeed, an artist in his matter of practical considerations,
nesday session of the Lincoln Bap sphere and necessary to making a she wore a specially designed gar
tist Association held in Cushing. concert and pianist happy with his ment on the conductor's stand. Un
Other members of the church present artistic piano tuning, and his name comprehending individuals attributed
whose permanent or summer home is is George W. Foster, right here among this to a desire to be sensational.
“The special platform costume of
in Cushing were Mr. and Mrs. James us. My wide observation is that as a
Ulmer , Miss Lottie Patridge and piano technician, there is none to be Leginska really shows, not a desire
Miss Marion Orne.
The visitors found who is his superior. He has to be odd, but her great seriousness
were much indebted to Mr. and Mrs. devoted his life to it until he has as an artist. Let a woman perform
Ulmer for their constant service. The made it an art. Let us appreciate ever so artistically on the musical
venture going to a section of the town having so important an artist.”
platform her choice of gown will
• * ♦ •
where there was no organized church,
obtrude itself and distract the audi
was very successful.
Members of the Portland branch of ence from giving undivided attention
A yery interesting meeting of the the American Guild of Organists and to the music. Leginska insists that
Garden Club was held at the home of the Portland Chapter of the Na all available attention at a concert
of Miss Margaret Ruggles Thursday. tional Association of Organists are be accorded the music. (She made
The members were delightfully en planning to jointly entertain the history in concert annals by stop
tertained by a description bf the members of these organizations ping in the midst of playing a piano
gardens that Miss Ruggles recently throughout the State at a convention composition and rebuking a Boston
visited on her trip to Italy. In co scheduled to convene in Portland next audience for whispering as she
operation with the movement to re Thursday. Mrs. Foster K. Haviland, played. And do you recall that she
strict out-door advertising, the club president of the Portland Chapter of did a similar thing in her Rockland
voted unanimously to favor those the National Association of Organ concert—she did not rebuke in words,
firms who do not advertise on the ists. will preside.
but merely stopped playing and
landscape. The next and last meet
There will be a business meeting glared at the offenders!! Her short
ing of the season will be held on Oct- and speakers in the. morning: a re tailored black velvet skirt, and coat
10 at the home of the president, Mrs. cital on the municipal organ by of the same material—somewhat in
Lavinia G. Elliot.
Charles Raymond Cronham, munici the pattern of a long, full-skirted
Miss Xanina Comstock who has pal organist, in City Hall in the after coat of a riding habit—with white
spent her vacation at her home here, noon: a drive about the city and a blouse and white turn-down collar,
fs returning to the Museum of Fine ‘short program and garden tea at the were intended to merge themselves
Arts. Boston, today. Miss Comstock home of the president; and a ban with a piano or the dress clothes of
has made a fine record in the years quet at night with speakers, to he a male orchestra, besides affording
she has spent there and her numerous followed by a church recital on the free movement in playing or con
friends predict for her equal success new organ in the Cathedral Church of ducting
the coming year.
“With the baton, her style is de
St. Luke by Alfred Brinkler in the
• • * •
evening. On the committee appears cidedly interesting She is impetuous,
often ecstatic, in her ]>ersonal ap
The next meeting of the General the name of Fred Lincoln Hall.
proach to the orchestral music in
Knox Chapter. D.A.R.. will be held
• • • •
Josef Hofmann has bought the hand. She escapes being bombastic,
with Mrs. Elizabeth Dunn Oct. 7.
Miss Fronie Teel who has spent beautiful residence known as ’The melodramatic. Always she is musome time this summer with her Rock* at Camden from Mrs. Sidney sicianly. She exerts a real magne
cousin. Mis* Hortense Wilson, left for Jennings of Xew York, which sig tism over her players, and evokes a
Yinalhaven Monday to visit her sis nifies that Mr. Hofmann intends to ‘singing tone’ from the orchestra.
ter, Mrs. Marie Teel.
Tn the matter of interpretation she
make his summer home there.
• • • •
Mrs. Richard Dunn. Mrs. E .P.
does not attempt decide innovations,
Starrett and Mrs. Clarence Robin
The third National Radio Audition, but manages to put the stamp of her
son motored to South Paris Thurs or voice contest, to be conducted by personality on a performance.”
day.
the Atwater Kent Foundation will
Capt. and Mrs. Earl Fields of Mon soon be underway. In Maine the local
Leginska is very proud of her
hegan were callers upon Mrs. H. B. chairmen include such well known achievement in forming a woman’s
Shaw Wednesday and Mrs. Earl music lovers as Howard R. Stevens, symphony orchestra, an orchestra
Starrett Thursday.
Portland: Mme. Cora Pierce Rich which from the very first played
The Ladies Circle of the Baptist mond. Sanford: Mrs. John W. Mant strictly symphonic programs and did
Church will have their first meeting er. Waterville; W. A. Hennessey, sec not call in men to assist here and
of the season Oct. 16.
retary Chamber of Commerce, Ban there. “In my Boston and Chicago
Mrs. Evelyn Riley is teaching gor: Mrs- Charles G. Hewett, Rock Women s Symphony Orchestras all
school in the upper district in Cush- land; Miss Helen Benner. Lewiston; the instruments are played by wom
in.
‘There are
Mrs. John Thalheimer, Brunswick: en.’’ she said proudly.
Stanley Kalloch who removed his and Arthur D. Ingalls, principal other women's orchestras so-called
family to Belfast in the spring has Farmington Academy, Farmington. in which such instruments as the
brought them back again and will These local chairmen were appointed horns and the double-bassoon are
occupy a tenement in Capt. Harris
through nominations by Converse E. played by men, but not in mine.
Kalloch’s house Flukdr street.
Leach, State audition chairman, and Other women’s orchestras leave out
Mrs. Harold Gray has returned
are preparing for the local auditions some instruments, or insert saxo
from a trip in Canada.
non-professional phones—good heavens!—and trans
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Mossman vis for which any
singer between the ages of 18 and pose the music. But I have never led
ited In Brewer recently.
Miss Hattie Wentworth is better 25 are eligible. Two singers are to be an orchestra that played such tran
When I conduct Bee
of her recent illness, well on the road selected by each local audition to scriptions.
compete through elimination tests in thoven’s ‘Fifth,’ the instrumentation
to recovery.
Charles Shore}' is on a business five district auditions held through is the same as for a men’s orchestra
out the country in November. From And,” with a toss of her bushy hair—
trip to Boston.
Miss Ruth Blodgett is. spending a each of these five competitions will ’I took Beethoven's ’Fifth’ into all
be selected two candidates for na sorts of out-of-the-way places—and
few days in Boston.
Mrs. George York and children who tional honors. All of the national made them like it, too.”
• • • •
have been visiting Miss Eliza Whit finalists will participate in the divi
Discovery of an unknown “Har- [
ney are returning to Quincy, Mass., sion of $251000 in cash and 10 scholar
mony” Mass in B flat, thought to bo
ships
today.
Every locality in the State may by Mozart, has been reported by
• * • •
have a local chairman and an audi Choirmaster Bernard Xefzger of the
Miss Margaret Crandon returned tion. All that is necessary is to com parish church.
The mass bears
Friday from a three days’ visitation
municate with Mr. Leach at Port Mozart’s autograph signature and is
among* rural Sunday Schols of Knox
land. who will authorize the audition. marked for soprano, alto, tenor, bass
County.
and string and brass instruments. It
A real surprise greeted the corres The Atwater Kent Foundation wishes is being examined to see If it is gen
pondent Friday morning as he called every locality in the country to hold uine.
at the home of Mrs. Xellie Bean on local auditions. The purpose of the
Dwight street. A large peach tree, National Radio Audition is to find
A three-year schedule of broad
well filled with fruit which was be and to enlarge the opportunities of cast music appreciation concerts for
ginning to ripen, was found on the ambitious young men and women schools and colleges under the direc
southern side of her house. The seed who wish to make music their career. tion of Waiter Damrosch will begin
of the tree was sent to Mrs. Bean at If there are any young local singers Oct. 11 over WJZ and WEAF coastleast 12 years ago by Mrs. Louise who are interested in having an to-coast networks.
M. H. AylesLermond who had gone from Thom audition, it would be well to com worth, president of the National
aston to San Francisco to make her municate with Mrs. Charles G. Hew Broadcasting Company states that
home with a sister. Mrs. Bean plant ett of this city at once.
Mr. Damrosch's ^Musical University
• • • *
cd the seed not knowing what it was
A1 Jolson rates as the greatest in of the Air’ has unquestionably caught
and a seedling appeared, grew rapidly
and was later cut down by the cold. ternational attraction if his Bruns the imagination of the American
Springtime brought it up again with wick record sales are any criterion, people. The amazing response on the
two branches and today a tree with More foreigners bought Jolson's part of children, teachers and par
two trunks, 15 or more feet in height, “Sonny Boy" record than did the na ents to last year’s concerts make it a
with branches extending from all tive Americans who went for a little responsibility as well as a privilege
sides and filled, as stated above with less than one million records. With to insure their continuance for some
marketable fruit meets the eye of the the foreign sales, the Jolson disc time to come. An undertaking of
beholder. Mrs. Bean is expecting the turnover has grossed 1,,500.000 copies. such tremendous significance must be
peaches to be ready for use next
Jolson was elected a member of the carried on. The influence which a
month.
The correspondent reoalls board of directors of the Brunswick* program of this scope (a three-year
that A. O. Tobie, who lived on Green Balke-Collander Company last week, schedule) will have on the musical
street had a peach tree which bore the announcement of which on the life of the country cannot be over
fruit. Miss Mary J. Watts has one news ticker sent the Brunswick stock estimated. The schedule has beea
that is bearing a few but another tree up over three points. The comedian’s carefully planned in cooperation with
a few years ago bore a peck of fine gross royalty earnings on “Sonny teachers of music in the public
ones. There may be others.
Boy” and “There’s a Rainbow Round schools and elsewhere. The plan has
My Shoulder,” from record and sheet been approved by music education
PALACE OF SORROW
music sales has reached 1150.0,00. Of authorities and represents, in part
this amount $100,000 in his royalty the result of their suggestions.”
[For The Courier-Gazette]
The first of the 1929-30 programs
as a Brunswick recording artist- The
We paused together, and In pleasure gazed
is scheduled for Friday morning Oct.
other
$50,000
is
the
royalty
revenue
Awhile upon those marble walls so fair.
11 at 11 o’clock standard time. Fol
The skill that art and craft in union wrought as a collaborative song writer on
To raise a home for wealth and beauty there both songs, and includes the sheet lowing last year’s general plan there
How like a fairy tale their life must be
music and mechanical and foreign will be four series of concerts graded
Who dwell where beauty compasseth their
royalty income. Jolson as an indi to suit the mental development of
bower,
vidual personality has sold more than children from the third grade through
Where in and out each footfall must decla
Soft witchery of some enchanting power!
John McCormack, Fritz Kreisler high schools and colleges. An inno
vation will be the inclusion of pro
•None dwell there now save who In order keep John Philip Sousa or kindred per grams designed especially for music
The house and grounds, my friend to me sonalities.
clubs. Reports from all parts of the
replied.
Their home was built to be their crowning joy,
country last year revealed a wide
The
name
of
Ethel
Leginska
will
But joy it might have brought has been
always hold an interest for us in that interest on the part of music club
denied.
'
Scarce had they passed Its mjrble threshold she appeared in concert in Rock members in the concerts.
In order that such adults as are
o’er
land several years ago at the begin
Than he. their love and pride, their only
eager to take up the study of sym
ning
of
her
brilliant
pianistic
career,
child,
Was stricken, and they bore him forth again. and before she launched into the phonic music may get special benefit
Alas! His father never since has smiled.
orchestra game.
Plans are now from the concerts, Mr. Damrosch has
afoot
to
reassemble
the
People’s Sym arranged a fourth series to meet their
His mother, broken, prey to griefs and fears.
particular needs. This series also
No more beholds these creatures of her will; phony Orchestra under her conducHither and thither roam they, seeking halm
torship, and if all goes well, two con will'be designed to appeal to high
Each
For troubled spirits that will not be still.
certs will be given in Boston, one school and college groups.
Too sad the memories that these halls renew
series will include 12 broadcasts.
Of the lost joys they had so fondly planned; Oct. 6, the other Oct. 13. After this
latter date Miss Leginska will take The programs for the two younger
So proud, so hopeful of the winsome boy
By whose brief life their greatest joys were her Women’s Orchestra for nine groups—that is, Series A for the third
spanned.
weeks’ tour of Middle Western and fourth grades and Series B for
R. I). Brodie
Southern and Southwestern States. the fifth and sixth grades—will be
Long Cove
Upon the conductress’ return, it is presented on the same Friday. On
purposed to resume the concerts of alternate Fridays the twopadvanced
With the opening of the Xew Eng
the People's Symphony Orchestra series—Series C for the seventh
land Conservatory last week there and continue them weekly until Miss eighth and ninth grades and Series
became available four new scholar Leginska departs in March to lead! D for the high school and college
ships. open to women students, that the London Symphony Orchestra on students will be given. Entire new
are to be known as the Lotta Scholar the 20th of that month and subse programs for the four series have
ships.
They are made possible by quently to conduct operatic perform been worked out by Mr. Damrosch
the bequest of the late Lotta M. ances in Central Europe.
during the past three months. He has
Crabtree, an actress once known to
prepared a teacher’s manual of
International fame.
In last Sunday’s Boston Post, Lan- questions and answers, similar to the
ing Humphrey has written an inter one used last year as a supplement to
esting article about Leginska. Mr. the experimental concerts.
sus to begilt on April 1. Which may Humphrey says:
“Critics, very cautious at first lest
be n delicate hint as to what Congre«
The first cuss-word was invented
thinks of the majority of ut -.'an their judgment be swayed by impulses when the first bald man missed a fly
to make allowances for a woman, the third time.—Calgary Herald,
Diego Union.

t

•*•»

Advertisements In this column not to exceed
Mr. and Mrs. A. R. Carle are visit
three lines Inserted once for 25 cents, 3 times
ing relatives in Portland.
for 50 cents. Additional lines 5 cents each
Miss Belle Orne, R.N., of Portland, for one time, 10 cents for three times. Six
visited her parents Mr. and Mrs. A. words make a line.
Vx". Orne last week.
Lost and Found
Mrs. Fannie Morse is slowly recov
ering from her recent illness and her
LOST Blark, white and tan hound last
many friends will be pleased to see Wednesday ; name on collar. V. T. JOHNSON,
bake Ave.*' Tel. 332-32.
117-Ilf
her around again.
LOST—Extra wheel, tire and mirror on a
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Maloney spent
Chandler ear. Finder please leave at COU
Sunday with their son Ernest Ma RIER GAZETTE Ofllee.
115-11,
loney and family at Port Clyde.
FOUXll On road to Union, spate tire and
Miss Dorothy Myeio of Wollaston, wheel for Model A Ford ton-truck. Apply
115-11.
Mass., spent last week with Miss TIIOMA.STUX GARAGE. Tel. 51.
Madeline Young.
A large delegation from this place
Wanted
attended Union fair Wednesday.
WAiXl’EU Itelinint!. lepalrlni! and rentodA. c. Campbell and family who have
ellnc coats for men and women. Experience,
been Spending their vacation at 111 years. MRS M1XA LARSEN, 14 Fred
Orchard cottage left Friday for their erick St., Rockland.
117* 1114
home in New York.
WANTED-- Strong, middle aged woman for
housekeeper
for
man
and
4
children.
Tel.
2.1-X.
Mrs. F. A. Flinton spent Sunday
L. COLE, West Meadow road.
with her daughter Mrs. C. A. Stone CARROLL
Rockland.
_____ 117-119
at Port Clyde,
WANTED—Girl to do general housework at
Mrs.
Warrenton
Gilchrest
of WTNDSOK HOTEL.
117-tf
Wiley's Corner visited Wednesday
WANTED Middle aged woman for house
witli Mrs. (.race Maloney.
work. F. L. PATRIDGE. llox 113A, R. F. 1)..
IL* 119
Mrs. John Johnson and little Rockland.
daughter of Tenant's Harbor are
WANTED Position doing house, work or
spending a week with her grand second maid. MISS AHO, Box ol. North
ensiling, Me.
___________ US*!18
mother. Mrs. John Maxwell.
WANTED -Woman Io aislst with house
Several from here attended ehurch
work. Good wages and a good home. Apply
at l’ort Clyde Sunday.
215 TALBOT AVE., or 571 Main St mornings.
116*118
Mrs. Carl Webster and Mrs. H. W.
Smith have closed their cottages and
WANTED—Girl for general housework.
left Monday for their homes in Bos Call at MRS. GRACE A. BLACK'S, 61 Talbot
Are. Tel. 699.
115-117
ton and New York.
WANTED—Position as housekeeper by
Mrs. Grace Maloney has an aspara
woman with child. Can give reference. Write
gus fern more than 6 foot high which S. O.. care Courier-Gazette Ofllee.
ll.Plh
is attracting much attention.
WANTED—Small mainsail and jib for 35 ft.
Ladies met at the home of Mrs sloop, good condition; also wire shrouds.
Mildred Marshall Thursday evening 3-16 or % In. second-hand chain short lengths.
for tlie puri»oscj>f organizing a club J.' C. HARMON, Rockland. Tel. 395-J115*117
which will meet at the homes of the
WANTED—Rellnlng, repairing and remod
members one evening out of every eling
eoats, for men, women and children. All
week.
tailoring expertly, reasonably and promptly
The members of the Improvement executed. MRS. MARIE INGRAHAM, 19
116-117
Society have started entertainments Orient St. Tel. 45-J.
WANTED Information regarding Nancy
to he held in the schoolhouse every
Larrabee, or her children, Mary, Llewellyn
Friday evening. The ladies of the and
Frederick. or my sister Augusta Halt, all
Hardscrabble sewing circle are to living in Rockland 57 years ago when 1 re
start sessions next month. There moved west. My name was Isabella Hall,
to Flora, adopted by Charles Stevena
are only a small number of |>eople tn changed
and tired in Thomaston. Write to MRS
this little place, hut they are very FLORA MORSE. 1699 Smith St.. Muskegon
116*118
much alive and do not intend to he Michigan.
lonesome during the long fall and
winter days and evenings.
For Sale
Capt- Leslie O. Young who has been
FOR SALE Cat boat 25 ft.xlO ft., auxiliary
in Baltimore the past few months
engine, new mainsail, new dory tender. 1*.
in charge of the yacht Merry Widow SNOW. Rockport. Tel. 163-12.
117-tf
arrived home this week.
FOR SALE Ford touring ear, cheap. I*.
Elden Cook of Friendship was here SNOW, Rockport. Tel. 163-12.
117-tX
on business Thursday.
WANTED- Kitchen girl at HOTEL THORN
Tlie new piece of joint road lead DIKE
117-lt
ing to the Pleasant Point schoolFOR SALE—In Warren, five room house,
house is progressing rapidly. Our stands 100 ft. from highway, gas lights, light
road commissioner George Cazallis is ning rods, shed to keep hens and pigs, al
most acre land, apple trees. Low price for
receiving much praise for the large quick sale. R. A. L.. K. F. D. 124 Waldoboro.
117-119
amount of road he is getting built, Maine.
which is ftir beyond ail expectation.
FOR SALE -400 S. (’ R. 1. Red pullets
Tuesday was "free day." when the MAPLE CREST FARM, Warren. Tel. 6-31.
•
117-122
men all worked free of charge and
FOR SALE-- Radio. 7 tubes, one dial, con
those who had trucks gave their serv
sole. A and B eliminators. Call after 4. E
ices. At noon 24 men wended their SADDLER. 59 Suffolk St. Tel. 1004-W.
117-119
way to the schoolhouse where they
enjoyed a bountiful dinner which the
FOR SALE- Ten room house, cemetit cellar
' ladies served free. The men who 2 barns, 7 acres, field and pasture, in vlllag*
could not give a day's work, paid R R COLLA.MORE. Friendship. Me. 117*122
FOR SALE—New Whippet coupe.
Price
money. The total receipts in work
LEXA K. SARGENT.
Tel
and money were $114.25, which added reasonable.
991 -M or 990-M.____________________ 117-119
to the $401.02 furnished by the Pleas
FOR SALE—Small coal stove.
May he
ant Point Improvement Society and seen at Nye’s Garage, Alain St. TEL. 994-M
117-119
the Hardscrabble sewing circle gives or 999-M.
a total of $516.27 which this little
FOR SALE Used tires and tube*. frteo
place has earned towards the new second-hand furniture, two Dodge radiators,
also a good second-hand battery. HARRY
piece of road during the past year.
BENOVITCH, 12 Rankin St.
117*119
At the last town meeting it was
FOR SALE—A lot of fish weir netting
voted to give $500 for our road at good quality. Address E. B. SHEA. South
Pleasant Point, and last week a col Thomaston, Me. Tel. 853-11.
117-119
lection was taken among our people
FOR SALE—Five full blooded English
here and $40 was raised for the pur Setter pups. Apply C. A. CAVANAUGH
______________
pose of hiring $800 for our road. If Rockport, Me.
FOR SALE- florae of the best used cars lu
any other town can beat the people
the city at low prices. FREDERICK 1
of Pleasant Point in working for a WALTZ. 165 Broadway Tel. 392-M. 116-118
good road we would like to hear from
FOR SALE—Three Scotch Collie pups, four
them The people of this little place weeks old. good breed, cheap, at 43 KNOX
116*118
feel very grateful to all the men who STREET, Thomaston.
did so much to make the day a sue
FOR SALE Dining suite, bed couch, bed
stead
and
dresser,
rocking
chair,
writing
desk.
cess and many thanks are extended
ALICE FULLER, 25 Linden St. Tel. 196-M
to them.
116-tf

“Wear

Clean Clothes”
We are now Cleansing and Renovating
Ladies’ and Gentlemen’s Garments for
winter wear!

Expert Workmanship

I

in Every Detail

In Everybody’s Column

Call 69-J and our Service Car will call for
your work

Arthur F. Lamb

"Delicious the
very f
first

at /

timers

"S’

biscuits?

She: I didn’t either. This is the
first time I ever tried.

He: Honestly? Why they are sim
ply delicious.

She: Thank you. I guess I was
'

lucky. Anyway I used Norman
R Flour and mother says that

is over half the secret of good
biscuits.

NORMAN
~ B

JOHN BIRD COMPANY
Rockland • Maine

>»

Charge Account If Desired
September Clearance of Depend
able Furniture and Stoves at
Tremendous Reductions
The cool night air is a reminder
that it is time for that Kitchen
Stove or Parlor Heater you need.
We have a splendid selection. A
complete line of Furniture, Stoves
and
Heaters, Baby Carriages,
Sewing Machines, Piano, Office
Furniture, Desks and numerous
miscellaneous articles.
A Visit Here Will Repay You

FOR SALE—Nine piece dining room set
practically new: price reasonable. Apply to
MRS. ARTHUR L. GARDNER. 22 Edwards St
116*11
TH LET New 5-room house with every City.
FOR SALE Household furnishings. Annlv
modem convenience. Heats easily on less than
five tons coal. References required. ROBERT GREGORY'S JTCTURE AND FRAME SHOI
471 Main St. Phone 254-J.
116*118
I’ COLLINS. TeL 77.
117-11
FOR SALE White collie puppies- -beauties
TO LET Three light housekeeping rooms
116-12'
with garage. $20 per month. Without garage J. L. B. McMANUS, Warren, Me.
$18. 30 WARREN STREET.
117*119
FOR SALE- Fitted dry hard wood. De
TO LET- Seven room house In excellent llvered $13 a cord. Maple Crest Farm. War
116-12
condition. Electric lights, large garden plot. ren. Me. Tel. 6-31. H. <’. BUBER.
Will rent to a family three or less at a rea
FOR SALE Extension table and sideboard
sonable price. Enquire JOHN O. STEA'ENS. Inquire afternoons at 30 HOLMES STREET.
BURPEE FURNITURE CO.
117-119
116*118
TO LET Furnished tenement ; electric FOR SALE—Crawford range, combination
lights, gas. running water, bath. Rent rea
115-tf
coal and gas. CALL 1049-W.
sonable. Apply FLOYD S. SHAW, 47 North
FOR SALE One bedspring and mattress
Main St. Tel. 422-R.
117-119
$5; 1 Hartz Mountain canary with cage
TO LET Furnished rooms for light house TEL 618-R.
115-tf
keeping, modern conveniences, also rooms by
FOR SALE—New Viking Eight, close
day or week. Free lights and water. Apply
2 WILLOW ST.
117*119 coupled sedan. Driven 700 miles. Inquire
STANDISH PERRY, Camden, -Me. Tel. 140.
TO LET —Modern 6 room house with
115*11
garage. Apply R. P. ('ONANT, 2<K2 Camden
FOR SALE—1924 Jewett touring, mileage
St.
116 118
6000; 1929 Nash sedan, 1924 Nash touring.
TO LET Furnished house for the winter at PAYSON NASH CO., East Union, «Me. Tel
10 MASONIC ,ST.. near Methodist Cl urch. 18-4.
115-11
Tel. 768-M.
117-119
FOR SALE—New 6-room house on car line
TO L1CT—Three well furnished rooms, with modern: large lot land; garage, sun porch.
modern conveniences and partial heat. In GREGORY & SWETT. 416-418 Main St.
quire 12 KNOX STREET. Tel. 578-W. 116-tf
115-11
TO LET—Two furnished rooms for light
FOR SALE—Nine room house, modern, fine
housekeeping, lights and gas. EDW. N. SYL repair: centrally located.
Price $5,500.
VESTER, 23 Cedar St. Tel. 804-J.
115*117 GREGORY & SWETT, 416-418 Main St.
115-11
TO LET -Five room tenement, lights, toilet.
TEL. 410 R.
115*117
FOR SALE—Cook stove in first class con
TO LET -Three furnished rooms on sec ditlon, with other furniture- at 66 RANKIN'
115-11
ond floor, electric lights, gas and toilet, also ST., call at 44 Rankin St.
4 or 5 unfurnished rooms, with electric lights,
FOR SALE—Eight room house, large lot
gas and toilet. Will be ready Oct. 1. at 96 fine cellar. Will be sold reasonably with
RANKIN ST. Adults only. Call at 44 Rankin rent as payments. Located In South Warren.
St. Tel. 202-W.
115-117 V. F. STUDLEY, 69 Park St. Tel. 1980.
114-119
TO LET—-New house, 5 room apartment ;
water, heat, garage; 5 minutes walk from
FOR SALE—Hard wood, fitted, $14; long
Main St. GREGORY & SWETT, 416-418 Main $10; junks, $12; soft wood fitted, $9; junks,
Kt.
115-117
$8, delivered. L. F. TOLMAN. Tel. 263-13.
TO LET—Tenement at 11 Lisle St. Inquire
113STACIA HARMON, 11 Lisle St. Tel. 908-W.
FOR SALE—Trained bird dog.
L
115-117
ATHEARN, Hope, Me. Tel. Lincolnville 12-1
TO GET—Store, corner of Main and Riwk113
land Sts. .1. H. MELVLX, 21 Gay St., Rock
FOR SALE—Grace H. Thomas bungalow on
land. Me. Tel. 624-M.
114-tf
Camden St. Terrace, 5 rooms, garage, lights,
TO LET—'Four room apartment with bath water, large lot land. L W. BENNER, 2 Laf
(new). V. F. STUDLEY, 69 Park St. Tel. ayette Sq., Rockland.
112-11'
1080.
114-119
FOR SALE—Hard wood, fitted, $14 cord de
TO LET—Tenement of four rooms, mostly llvered. Leave orders at 509 Main St., Rock
furnished, $3.50 per week. Inquire CLARA land. Tel. 682-W or K. SALMINEN, West
FISKE. Tel. 1199-M.
115-117 Rockport.
112*123
TO LET—Three rooms for light housekeep
FQR SALE—Second-hand Chevrolet coupe
ing or roomers. All modern improvements. in good condition. MRS. FRED A. CLARK
Apply 87 WILLOW STREET.
113-tf 74 Camden St. Tel. 8K-J.
112TO LET—Furnished heated apartment, 14
FOR SALE—Cabbage, cauliflower, tomatoes,
MASONIC ST.
112-tf green and ripe, also sweet com. JOHN REIN
TO LET—House for small family; electric ANEN, It. F. D. 1, Box 102, Warren, Me.
110*1
lights, bath, good condition, central location.
TEL. 812-M.
lll-tf
FOR SALE—Cooper house In best of repair
TO LET—Furnished apartment on Oak St.; on Llmerock St., Rockport; large garage, hen
furnished apartment on Grove St.; large house, garden spot, apple trees; two minutes
house with garage on Camden St., near Mav from postofflee. Must be sold at once,
erick square; 7-room house and garage, quire L. E. UPHAM, Central St., Rockport.
108corner Lindsey and Union Sts. ERNEST C. Tel. 218-4.
DAVIS. Fuller-Cobb-Davls
110-tf
FOR SALE—Twelve room house and forty
TO LET—Four room apartment in fine con acres of land situated In Warren on State
dition ; large storage for fuel, etc. Garage. road between Warren and Thomaston.' Also
Adults only. C. A. EMERY, 28 Pacific St. farm wagons and farming Implements
Tel. 518-M
*
110-tf sale. For further Information write to MRS
W. E. BORNEMAN. Warren.
105
TO LET—Small tenement at 135 Union St.
FOR SALE—A 26 ft. power boat, 18 li.
Inquire 21 TAI^tOT AVE.
108-tf
Palmer engine, with all equipment, cheap for
TO LET—Furnished apartment on Oak St. quick sale. Address GEO. H. BUNKER. Box
NELSON B. COBB.
106-tf 104, Matlnlcus.
104TO LET—Four room heated apartment, un
FOR SALE—Cedar boat boards, all thick
furnished. Bath room, gas, electricity. Call nesses. Small lots five cents foot planed two
MRS. FROST. Tel. 318-R.
103-tf sides, large orders cheaper. Lobster traps,
TO LET—House on Camden St., hard wood hnovs, oak laths. Also other boat lumber
floors, bath, electricity. MRS. FROST. Tel JOEL P. WOOD. Belfast. Tel. 177-14. 106
318-R.
103-tf
FOR SALE—Hard wood, fitted, $14: long,
TO LET—Tenement of five rooms and bath, $10: junks, $12; slabs fitted $8: also lumbei
T. J. CARROL^
Ttl 263
modern Improvements. Inquire VESPER A. delivered.
. 2.

To Let

He: I didn't know you could bake

USED FURNITURE
SOLD

LEACH. Tel, 133,

JU3-tf

r- 0 Thomaston,

ROCKLAND
FURNITURE CO.
17 TILLSON AVE. RQpKLAND
TEL. 427-R
87T&Stf

COHEN BROS. WANT YOUR

LIVE POULTRY
Will pay highest price
No lot too large; none too email.

Call Warren, Me. 3-22
or writc^ care of

Al Rines, Warren, Me.
Reference: Any Poultry Raiser

112-tf

HAY
WANTED

t
Can use almost any grade
now. If you have hay to dis
pose of, write us.

Matheson Vail Co.
CRAIN EXCHANGE
BOSTON, MASS.

WATER PIPES
REPAIRED AND RELAID
Inside and out. digging Included,
also pipes wired out.

Sewers dug on new and old build*
ings and cleared when plugged.
Cesspools dug and rocked up
Prompt Service

S. E. EATON
Tel. 534-J. 505 Old County Road
ROCKLAND, ME.
60Stf

REAL ESTATE
Farms, City Homes,

Cottages,
House
a

and Cottage Lots
EARLE LUDWICK
38 CHESTNUT ST.

ROCKLAND

Telephone 723-M

843tt

Miscellaneous
NOTICE No hunting or shooting In any
form on Und bordering west sid< of .Medomak
lake to the Razorvlllu road, belonging to Mr.
and Mrs. Frederic Sawyer. Per MRS. F. R.
SAWYER.
117-122
NOTICE To whom It may concern : I will
pay no bills contracted by my wife Eudavllla
Morton after this date. Sept. 26, 1929. ROY
L. MORTON, Friendship, Maine.
116*118
NOTICE I will not after this date be re
sponsible for any bills other than those con
tracted by myself. CBC1L AMES Rockland.
Sept. 26, 1929.
116*118
R. J. MAYHEW’S elder mill, 563 Old County
road, now grinding on Mondays, Thursdays
and Saturdays.
117*119
$409 (JETS 30 ACRES, SNUG HOME, near
pond, village and city markets; heavy-cropping soil, spring water, warm 6-room hou>e.
barn, etc: just right for truck, berried and
poultry; $809 complete, half cash. On pg.
26 new fall catalog 150 pgs. 1009 bargains,
1009 pictures.
Free. STROUT AGENCY.
813-DG Old South Bldg., Boston, Mass.
117-lt
NOTICE I will not after this date he re
sponsible for any bills other than those (Con
tracted by myself. MRS. CECIL AMES. Rock
land. Sept. 28. 1929.
117*119
FOR SALE--Winter overcoat. TEL. *2-R,
114-119
Rockland.
MOTOR TRANSPORTATION, loads wanted
to Portland, daily trips; trucking Of all kinds,
local and long distance furniture moving.
Price right. R. W. JEWELL, Rockland. Tel.
256-4.
115*117
MY CIDER MILL Is now running every
Tuesday and Friday to make cider for the
public at the Simonton farm, West Rockport.
Bring in your apples. J. H. SIMONTON.
108-tf

.SPIRITUAL MEDIUM, readings by appoint
ment. Phone 305-W, or call at 24 CRESCENT
ST.
114*119
FISHING AND SAILING PARTIES taken
out by day or hour, S. T. AMES, Rockland.
Tel. 1070-W.
v
101*125
DENTAL NOTICE—During the summer I
will be at my Rockland office Fridays and
Saturdays. Call or phone 69-R. DR. J. H.
DAMON, dentist, Rockland.
106-tf
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods at the
Rockland Hair Store, 236 Main St. Mall orders
solicited. HELEN
N C. RHO
RODB8.
106-tf
GENERAL TRUCKING. E. W. FARMER. 41
Lime St., Rockland. Tel. 1060-M.
106-tf
LET E. A. KNOWLTON file your saws auu
repair your furniture at 216 LIMEROCK St.
Tel. 1010.
106-tf
ROCK AND CEMENT WORh. cellar walls
built and repaired; all kinds of lawn work,
by the day or contract. BENJAMIN KNOWL
TON, 54 Brewster St. Tel. 467-M.
106-tf
FARMS, COUNTRY HOMES, COTTAGES
and estates; up-to-date property. In the gar
den spot of Maine—Penobscot Bay. Write
us wbat you want. ORRIN J. DICKEY, Bel
fast, Me.
106-tf
WHEN IN BOSTON—Remember that you
can buy copies of The Courier-Gazette with
the home news, at the Old South News Agency,
Washington St., next Old South Church.

For Sale
FOR SALE—Very attractive modern cottage
at Ingrahan Hill. Bath, lights, city water, rock
fireplace. Inquire at CROCKETT’S BABY
SHOP.
106-tf
FOR SALE—Four foot mill slabs, $6.50;
stove length, $8 per cord; also building lum
ber. L. A. PACKARD, R. F. D., Thomaston.
106-tf
FOlb SALE—Second hand Reo parts and one
stake body, also 15 ft. double enJer, copper
fastened. K. W. FARMER. 41 Lime St.,
Rockland
106-tf
TO LET—Store In Bicknell tn lk, luiuiLtiy
occupied by Needle Art Shop. Apply to4ffRS.

I06 ,f Ii, B SMITH. Tri. 201

lOC-tf

I
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VISITING ATLANTIC CITY
AN UNUSUAL SATURDAY J HOW]____

In addition to personal notes regarding t
departure* and arrivals, this department espe-/
dally desires Information of social happenings,
parties, musicals, etc. Notts sent by mall or
telephone will be gladly received.

TELEPHONE ................................................ 770

Mrs. W. C. Bird and young son
Christopher who have been spending
I* the summer at Crescent Beach and
with Mr. and Mrs. H. O. Ourdy ot
Masonic street, have returned^to their
home In Montclair, X. J„ Joined In
Boston by Mr. Bird. Mrs. Gurtly ac
companied Mrs. Bird as tar as Bos
ton.

Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Moran Jr., leave
by motor Monday for Washington, D.
C„ where they will be the guests ot
friends, stopping enroute in Boston,
Xew York and Philadelphia.
Mr. and. Mrs. E. B. Richardson and
son Floyd are - nests for two weeks
of rela.lveg In Lisbon Falls and of
.Mrs Richardson’s brother,- Henry
Jfall in Monson.

Mrs. Frances Clough who has been
isiting her daughter. Mrs Jessie L
’erkins In Milo, returned Wednesday
and is at her home, 23 Park street.
Mrs. J. If. Varney is returning to
day to Xew Y'ork after a visit of sev
eral weeks at the home of her broth
er, H. C. Clark.

4

Capt. Alec Gunn and two guides
have been
with Bert
Withani at Green Island, and enjoying
u fishing trip, returned home yester
day.

Chesuneook who
Ifnm
spending a few days

New

Garments of

Silk and

Rayon

FOR THE

✓

Fashionably
ACTIVE
Our newly-arrived Kickemick

at all times. Bloomers, Combi-

Underthings will appeal to busy,

nettes, Combrazeres and Kicker-

active women. Each garment is

slips are all here, awaiting your

simply designed to give a youth

inspection. In dainty colors —

ful effect and while it hugs the

some plain, others trimmed in

body closely, gives full freedom

lace and applique.

Mr. and Mrs. William K. Clinton,
caretakers of H/ B. Richmond’s sum
mer home, “Hilltop,” on Bear Hill,
Rockport, have returned from a 2,209mile motor journey in the coiirse of
which they saw the beauties and
wonders of Atlantic City under much
jnore favorable conditions than the
average tourist does. This was made
possible by the fact that they were
guests all the while of Mr. Richmond
who is proprietor of Hotel Strand, one
of the most important hostelrles on
Atlantic City’s famous “Board Walk,”
besides being chairman of the finance
committee which built in Atlantic
City, tlie world's largest convention
hall.
Visualize a structure 630 feet long.
350 feet wide, having three floors with
an enormous garage underneath and
a balcony which seats 2.000 more than
the entire population of Rockland.
Displayed in this wonderful struc
ture is the second largest flag in the
world. 100x65 fefft. The only larger
American flag is owned by the Dem
ocratic National Committee, and is
now located in St. Louis.
In this convention hall, also, are
the studios of radio station WPG
through which Mr. and Mrs. Clinton
were personally escorted by the
studio director Edward Spence. The
system includes 67 miles of wiring,
and at one time has had 21 micro
phones in operation. The greatest
previous number of “mikes" used in
a.radio station at one time was 12.

The Sunshine Society will meet
Monday afternoon with Mrs. Lizzie
Clarke, 176 Broadway.
Miss Ruth Leach has gone to
Brewster, Mass,, where she enters
Sea Pines school. Miss Mabel Oxton
accompanied her.

Mrs. John Burns and Miss Ina
Heaton who have been guests of Mr
and Mrs. Harry Brown have returned
to their home In Enid, Okia.

Fuller - Cobb - Davis

Members of the Outing Club had
luncheon at Motor Inn. Xobleboro,
Wednesday.

Mr. and Mrs. Woodbury Thomas
and Mrs. E. O’B. Gonia arrived home ;
Miss Eleanor Bird leaves Monday Thursday night from a motor trip
"nr Boston to resume her studies at which took them as far east as St.
Miss Wheeloek's School.
Johns, N. B., then homeward through |
Houlton, Milo, Greenville. Bingham
Mrs. R^lph Feyler leaves today for (where they saw the new Central
Fitchburg. Mass., where she will join Maine Power dam) and Lakewood, a
her husband.
distance of 995 miles, marked by p?. feet weather.
The Women's Association of the
Congregational Church resumes its
Mrs. Woodbury Thomas, is the
regular meetings Wednesday after guest of her sister, Mrs- I). H. Walker,
noon at 3 o’clock.
Damariscotta, over the weekend. On
her return she will resume her duties
Mrs. Hattie Davies and Mrs. H. W.
at Gonia’s.
Club Wednesday at Mrs. Davies’ cotThorndike entertained the E.F.A.
Miss Anne Blackingtt n who mo
tage at Asti Point. Henle dinner and
cards were in order. The enjoyment tored to Washington was a guest at
* of the day was somewhat marred by the Dodge Hotel this week with Mrs.
Stimpson,
Miss Evelyn
tlie accident to Mrs. Davies, who. Richard
when drawing water from the well in Stifnpson and Mrs. W. W. Graves of
some way jammed a finger so badly Malden, Mass.
that it was necessary to take her to
■
•
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Hall are on
Rockland
for medical attention.
Honors in cards were taken by Mrs. a trip to Pittston. Damariscotta and
Thorndike, Mrs. Edith Bacheider anfl Portland while Mr. Hall is having an
annual vacation from his duties with
Mrs. Cora Smith.
the Maine Central Railroad Co.
The Thursday Auction Club was
Mrs. Isaac Stinson of Swan’s Island
entertained by Mrs. A. R. Havener.
is the guest of Mrs. Basil Stinson.. '
Broadway.

I

k
Gwendolyn, daughter of Mr and
\ Mrs. Harold A. Dean of The HighViands, celebrated her fourth birthday
Fj.Ionday afternoon by playing hostess
, to p party of little friends. Those
present were Nora Taylor Geraldine
Taylor. Carl Simpson. Irva Rogers,
Beverly Rogers. Susan Hutchinson,
I Eunice Hutchinson. Maynard Wat
son. Kathryn Dean. Kathleen Dean.
Arthur Dean, Gwendolyn Dean. The
guests, of another generation were
Mrs. Walter Rogers, Mt’s. Robert
Simpson, Mrs. Harold Dean. Mrs.
Raymond Watson. Ices, two birthday
cakes, fancy cookies, sandwices and
candy were served. Gwendolyn re
ceived some nice gifts.
A

Maine's widely known newspaper
man. Sam E. Conner and his bride,
ore at their home, 25 Turner street,
Auburn, aflter a two weeks' honeymi on trip into Canada. In the course
of which their ear covered 1000 miles.

Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Berry and Mr.
and Mrs. A. II. Xewbert who motored
last week to Island Falls with Mr.
Xewbert at the wheel, returned homo
1
the first of the week. They had a de
lightful trip and found fine roads.
While at Island Falls they were
guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Lurvey
Mrs. Lurvey is a cousin of Mrs. Berry
and Mr. Xewbert. On their arrival
at the Lurvey home they found two
’ more cousins. It was a haippy re
• union for the five cousins, some of
whom had not met for years. Sun
day all took a long drive through
Aroostu'iik and Penobscot Counties
and stopped at Patten for a call.

I

The many friends of Mrs. E. L.
Sargent will regret to learn that her
daughter Mrs. Newton Strickland
(Virginia Sargent) has to undergo an
appendicitis operation.
She is at
Knox Hospital.

News has been received here of the
marriage of Maynard R. Oliver of
Rockland and Miss Bessie Kirkman
of Manchester, England, whicn took
place in St. John’s Church. Liver
pool. at noon, Aug. Sr-'Mr. Oliver is
employed in the engineering depart
ment of the Steamship Cold Harbor
of Baltimore.
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Morse and son
Sterling leave Sunday by motor for
Randolph, Mass., where they will be
guests of Dr. and Mrs. Buck. They
will be accompanied by Mr. and Mrs.
E. P. Jones and son Robert who will
visit Mr. and Mrs. Fred Robinson in
Avon. Mass. They will return home
Wednesday.
J. M. Farrow, assistant marine
manager of ‘the Newtex 'S. S. Cor
poration of New York, motored to
Rockland recently accompanied by
his mother and ’Mrs. Helen M. Mar
shall. They were guests at Hotel
Rockland. Mr. Farrow was a former
resident of this city.

Hervey Allen has returned home
from a business trip to Bar Harbor,
upon which he was accompanied by
his mother-in-law Mrs. Ava Lawry.

NEXT WEEK’S WORK
County and Home Demon
stration Agents Busy—
The Union Awards
Most of next week will lie spent
on the Farm Bureau membership
campaign. Monday afternoon at 2.30
there will be a district meeting al
the home of II. H. Nash, represent
ing communities of Hope, Camden,
Rockport, West Rockport and Simon
ton. The' county agent and home
demonstration agent will lie present.
Tuesday County Agent Wlentworth
will assist Miss Spearin, club ag.nt,
there will lie a m cting in Warren
in setting up the 4-H Club txhibit
at Damariscotta fair. At 7 30 p. m
of the community committee on the
mem bersnip campaler..
Wednesday will be spent atDamariscotta fair, judging the 4-11 Club
exhibits.
Friday and Saturday will be taken
up with the community committee
meetings on the membership cam
paign—Friday in Union, Washing
ton, Appleton and Burkettvilie, and
Saturday in Friendship, Waldoboro,
Orff’s Corner and Jefferson.
Miss Lawrence, home demonstra
tion agent, has the following project
meetings scheduled for next week:
Wednesday, Simonton, preparation
of vegetables; Thursday, Whitefield,
preparation of vegetables; Friday,
East Union, dressmaking. She will
attend with the county agent tlie dis
trict meeting at Camden and com
munity committee meetings iq War
ren, Appleton, Burkettvilie, Friend
ship, Orff's Corner and Jefferson.
Miss Spearin, county club agent,
will be in Lincoln County, setting up
and judging 4-H Club exhibits at
Damariscotta fair. She will also at
tend a meeting of the Girls' Club in
Hope Saturday. The girls are plan
ning to entertain their nfothers at
this meeting.

There used to be an old slang phrase
“Somebody moved the bridge,” but in
this instance somebody moved the
ocean, and as tlie sea gradually re
ceded it left the lighthouse several
blocks inland. The lighthouse isn’t
the ’only luminary in that section
however, for the electric sign of the
Chesterfield tobacco concern has
38,000 bulbs which are continually
throwing a new picture on the screen.
This is “Diamond Jubilee Year” in
Atlantic City, as well as the 50th an
niversary of the incandescent electric
light bulb, and from the first of June
l until next Monday Atlantic City is
| simply a blaze of light. Across one of
(he streets is the diamond jewel arch
costing <$30,000. The crystals were
imported from Austria, and when the
colored lights are thrown onto the
arch there is created a picture quite
beyond description. All the hotels
carry extensive electric light deco
rations. Even the smoke from one,
of the hotel chimneys produces a
beautiful effect in colors. On the
convention hall are powerful search
lights, which are flashed onto the
breakers with all of the rainbow
colors.
One night a searchlight
picked up the J.C.-4 blimp, and the
effect was fairly thrilling.
The General Electric Company has
dedicated to the women of Atlantic
City a fountain costing $25«000. It
shoots jets of water from a height of
four feet to 60. in all of the changing
colors of the rainbow.
• • t e
a • • •
Having been for some time identi
The ball room in the new con fied with the Rockland Country Club
vention hall accommodates 2,500 the Clinton’s were naturally much
couples.
interested in their visits to the
There were many side trips—to Atlantic City. Linwood and Absecom
Burlington: to St. Marys Hall, a se golf clubs. “The last named is the
lect school for girls on the Delaware: most beautiful place I ever saw,” Mrs.
to the plant of tlie New Jersey Fence Clinton told a Courier-Gazette re
Co. and the Lakehurst airport among porter. Mr. Richmond is an honorary
them.
member of it.. A 9-hole golf course
The New Jersey Fence Co. makes is now being constructed there for
peach baskets, and the Clintons saw winter use.
the whole process, from the time the
One can visit the Atlantic City steel
sawed log is peeled, steamed and cut pier for 50 cents and remain all day
into small strips to be converted into if he chooses—and he will find plenty
baskets. The machines turn out 1,200 to interest and amuse him all the
baskets a day and 250 arc made daily while. There is the driving horse
by hand.
which leaps 40 feet into the water,
At the U. S. Navy hangar, Lake- with a girl on his back: the Ha
burst. the Clinton’s saw the blimps waiian divers who display wonder
,J. C.-3 and J. C.-4 and Z. M. C.-2 an ful skill in diving for coins; the Gen
experimental dirigible, known as eral Motor show rooms, motion pic
The Bubble", and built entirely of tures, minstrel shows, concerns, danc
dur-aluminum. On the return trip to ing. etc. Twice a day, fish Tire hauled
Atlantic City they saw the dirigible in with a net.
Los Angeles approaching Lakehurst.
The Rockland tourists were im
In the old town of Salem. N. J., the pressed with the appearance of the
visitors saw the old Quaker cemetery, farming sections, which for miles are
in which was a famous oak which is as flat as a house floor. They saw
supposed to he 400 years old. It is 22 more tf matoes than they supposed
feet in circumference and its limbs there were in the world. The soil
cover a quarter Kcre. The tree has seems to be composed wholly of red
been braced and grafted in many loam and white sand.
Coming in from the Absecom Golf
places, and is as carefully doctored as
Club at a rate of 50 or 55 miles an
any other patient might be.
Cape May*was interesting f r sev hour Mr. and Mrs. Clinton counted
eral reasons, one of them being the 489 cars on an 8-mile stretch. The
Cape May “diamonds” which are street is four lanes wide, and the
found nowhere else. They are small motor laws are very strict
Mr. and Mrs. Clinton were away
pebbles and transparent.
Then there is tlie Cape May light two weeks, and enjoyed the wonderful
house. a very famous structure which hospitality of Mr. Richmond to the
was originally located on the coast. utmost.

4-H Club Prizes

Following is the prize list of 4-H
Club exhibits at Knox County fair:
Sewing: First prize. Rachel Noyes,
Hope sewing club; second prizes,
Marion Hobbs, Hope, Marion Young,
Camden. Gertrude Hardy, Hope. Alice
Start, Camden, Callie Payson. Hope;
third prizes. Louise Nash. Camden.
Eileen Payson, Hope. Marion Wright,
Hope, Katherine True, Hope, Edna
Young, Camden. Edith Nash, Cam
den, Pearl Knight. Camden.
Canning: First, Olive Gushee, Ap
pleton.
Poultry management—First prize,
Clifton Meservey, Union.
Beans—First, Elmer Jameson, Jr.,
Warren: second, Richard Gushce.
Appleton.
Dairy—First, Chesiey Cripps: sec
ond. Walter Annis; third. Edwin
Annis: fourth, John Annis; fifth,
Donald Simonton, all of Simonton.
It has been decided to divide the
prize money evenly among tlie num
ber of 4-H Club members exhibiting.
This will be sent to the club members
in a few weeks.
The Dairy Boys received a silver
Walter J. Rich of Camden, was di
vided evenly among the boys, and the
Ayrshire Breeders' Association, gives
eaeli boy who exhibited S3.
It is felt that the club exhibits were
worth while and next year ft ope to
have a larger number of 4-H Club
members to exhibit-

Frank Babhidge left Thursday for
his home in Detroit, after a visit with
relatives, motoring as far as Port
land with Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Hav
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Sistare who ener.
have been spending the past year in
The Universallst ladies resume
this city, leave today for Chicago
where they will spend the winter with their fortnightly suppers next Wed
nesday. served in the vestry at 6
Mr. Sistare'# people.
o’clock with
this committee in
charge: Mrs. Emma Frohock, chair
Walter Maurer left Wednesday for man. Mrs. David Talbot. Mrs. Charles
Bingham where he has employment. Richardson. Miss Maude Pratt. Mrs.
Mary Bates, Miss Carrie Sherriff,
Wednesday evening’s presentation Mrs. George Palmer, Miss Caro Col
of the Missionary playlet “A Stitch son, Miss Ada Perry and Miss
In Time," at the Littlefield Memorial Beatrix Flint.
Church, was attended by an enthusi
astic and appreciative audience which
The dinner and card party at the
tilled the vestry. In the program giv Country Club Thursday evening, with
en in Tuesday’s Issue of The Courier- gupt. and Mrs. E. L. Toner heading
Gazette the name ot Vernon Ken the committee in charge, was attend
ney who took ithe part of Kom Lol ed by 54 members. There were 12
LONG DISTANCE TREATMENT
(Spider) was accidentally omitted. jables in play, honors falling to Mrs.
All of the participants took their W. D. Talbot, Mrs. E. E. F. Libby of
Dr. George R. Murphy, night execuparts splendidly. A special Chinese Rockport, Mrs. Elmer B. Crockett, j tivp at Boston city Hospital, has
song was sung by Miss Leona Fland Mrs. J. A. Jameson. Ensign Otis, W. ' 11(|ded i„ng distance diagnosis to his
ers. and Howard Chase favored the(p. Talbot. B. B. Smith and Dr. Rupert other accomplishments. Late ^unaudience with two piano solos. The 1 Stratton.
day night the Tropical Radio Tele
play consisted of six scenes, ithe first I
-----graph Co.’s operators at Boston
being laid in America, and the other | Mrs. Basil Stinson leaves today for picked up messages from the captain
■x 'five being in China. Charlotte Jones Ellsworth where she will visit friends of the S. S. Papoose, ah oil tanker of
the
Petroleum
Navigation
Co.’s
und Sybil Jones entertained between for a few days.
fleet, asking for medical advice for
4 Wacts, the former with piano solo and j
-----the latiter with vocal solos.
Mrs. | Mrs. William Sharpe who I,as been a member of the crew who was seri
Sura Hall helped direct the playlet, the guest of Mr. and Mrs. E. D. Spear ously ill. The operators reached the
-------------------■ Maple street, leaves Monday, accom- City Hospital with a history of the
We have fifty games marked at panied by her daughter Gail, who will man’s case and Dr. Murphy promptly
er the private school. House in •advised the captain what steps to
half price. Just the thing to tide the enter
Master take. Neither the man’s name nor the
children over until Christmas Aljo the I Pines, Norton. Mass.
a tahle ot marked down books for William Sharpe Is attending the Fes- nature of his illness were made pub
old and young Huston Tuttle Co— senden School (for small boys) in lic. The Papoos^ was about 500 miles
out of New York City.
West Newton. Mass.
adv,

MY FAVORITE DRIVE

What One Sees On the
Beautiful Roads of Knox
County
From Thomaston To Searsmont

Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
There are many beautiful drives in
Knox County, shore roads where one
may get delicious whiffs of salt air.
mountain drives where one may gaze 1
enraptured on the vistas of hill and
valley, and roads that leadthrough ;
valleys where nature’s calm seems
never to have been disturbed. Thesn
are attractive drives every day and
at every season of the year: but the
one road in Knox County that sends
my thoughts roving backward is the
road that winds over the hills from
South Union to Union Common.
As I ride and gaze westward along
Seven Tree Pond 1 always think of
the early settlers who came to Union
by way of this lake, then went on to
Sennebee Pond in Appleton and
thence to Searsmont; and of the cana1
which was built by those settlers
(mentioned in Eaton’s Annals of
Warren) whose only method of travel
was by water. Then 1 compare their
mode of travel with that of the pres
ent time. Their journeys were full
of danger and hardships, first by boat
then by trail, slowly moving onward,
while ours is easy, less hardship but
added dangers and at a rate of speed
which to the early settlers would be
inconceivable.
The road from Rockland to Sears
mont via Thomaston. Warren, South
Union, Union Common. Appleton
(west side of Sennebee Pond) then
on to Searsmont is winding but direct
and once traveled not easily forgot
ten. Despite the above comparison
I ask, could we, would we, want to
live in the <Mys of our forefathers?
Clara S. Overlock
Washington. Me.

And Awards For Most Serv
ice Sales Were Made At
This Banquet,
The contest of the,Bangor area of
the Xew England Telephone & T> iegraph Company during tlie months of
June, July and August for the most
service sales was wop ,by the em
ployes of tlie Belfas:, Ca’.iden and
Dockland exchange,
Awards of
handsome leather hill folds were
,na(je t„ ti,e highest six Miss Ramsdell of Belfast, Miss Margaret Flana
gan of Rockland, James Robertson
and R. A. Whalen of Belfast, Fred P.
Colson of Rockland and II. A. How
ard of Belfast.
Thursday evening a chicken dinner
was served in Temple hall, by Golden
Rod Chapter, O.E.S., followed by a
dance, with Kirk’s Orchestra fur
nishing snappy musict Special at
tractions include xylophone selec
tions by Francis Shaw yf Bangor,
with Mr. Manealey at the piano, and
songs by Joseph Packard of Rock
land.
F. S- Benjamin, division superin
tendent of traffic at Portland. 1). B.
Small, Maine manager of Portland,
C. H. Hopkins, division sales mana
ger of Bangor, R. C. Whitcomb, gen
eral sales manager of Boston, P. J.
Bell, district plant superintendent of
Bangor. M. C. Orbeton. district super
intend?nt of traffic of Bangor, and J
C. Whittemore, district manager of
Bangor and toastmaster of the eve
ning, were visiting officials, each re
spond ing^to speeches appropriate for
the occasion.
The committee in charge was com
posed of Miss Hilda Levensaler, Mrs.
Dorothy Wood, Mrs. Alice Marriner,
Miss Adelaide Holmes. Gilman Seabury and Fred Colson. There were
about 100 in attendance.
MISS MARRINER GRADUATES

Children’s Fall Hats

Crockett’s Baby Shop
ROCKLAND

Saturday

WILLIAM HAINES
in a picture replete with laughs and
thrills. With thriling SOUND !

Shows

2.C0

SPEEDWAY

to

10.30 p. m.

Another Broadway Hit For Rockland

MONDAY-TUESDAY-WEDNESDAY

SEE AND HEAR

Gay,
bewitching
llama of a Broad
way Cinderella and
a Prince Charming
who lost his throne
. . . Delightful ro
mance sped with ac
tion
and
ringing
with laughs’
Gorgeous
romance
crammed with pathos
and heart appeal . . .
Hear new hit melo
dies played by crack
bands in this lilting
drama of the chil
dren of midnight!
Glorious revel of joyfired
drama
and
soaring melody . . .
| Offers the most disI tingulshed east of
; song-dialog artists
i yet brought to the
j talking screen!
i See and hear the
revelry of Green
wich Village . . the
mad gaiety of Broad
way welcoming a
Prince . . . love and
life amid the splen
dor of the cabarets!
A carefree kiss . . .
that for him meant
the loss of a throve
. . . for her heart
break! See and hear
this compelling
drama of a Broad
way Cinderella who
sacrificed love f< r

it ashes!
Singers . . . dancers
. . . hands . . . girls
comedy combination
. . . and the world’s
fastest - cracking
in til’s delightful r'o; mance of a girl who
' chose success before
, lave and almost lo. t
; both!
Now On Broadway!
' No Increase in

s

PHONE FOLKS ATE

Get \he Peoples Laundry, LimeI One of Four Nurses To Receive Di
rock street. Tel. 170, to help you with
plomas From the Waldo County
housecleaning.
They wash quilts,
Hospital
»
blankets, curtains, etc.
41-tf
The auditorium of the First Church
The back-to-the-farm movement in Bedfast Was filled Saturday eve
lias been a complete success. There ning at the annual graduation of the
are now more backs to the farms than nurses from the Nurses’ Training
I School of (he Waldo County General
ever before.
Hospital. The program was under
i the direction of Miss Martha A. Walj lace, R. N., superintendent of 'the
hospital. She had the cooperation
Felts, all colors, from 2 to of the nurses at the institution and
j the trustees.
5 years
The class comprised the Misses
' Josephine Aderton, Margaret Mar$1.98 to $4*00
Eleanor Miller. Abbie Grce and
Velvet, poke bonnet effect i riner,
Doris Nickerson. Itev. William F.
for the 2-year-old
i Skerrye conducted the devotional
Bonnets in wool, silk cro services and Mayor Small, a member
' of the staff of the hospital made the
chet and silk poplin
: formal address.
for the babies
Clement W. Wescott of the City
Knitted Berets and Sweat National Bank gave a short address,
the main feature being the presentaers to match
| tion in behalf of Mrs. Joseph W.
We also have the Dana Sweater,
i Blaisdell. to each member of the
light weight, button on shoulder,
graduating class a bank hook with
in pink, blue and white, to wear
an entry of $25.
under the baby's coat.
Miss Marriner is a Rockland girl.
393 MAIN ST.

Continuous

Dashing “fresh,” young

Mr. and Mrs. William K. Clinton See the Famous Coast
Resort Under the Most Favorable Conditions

this month, was made by Frank W.
Winter, of Auburn, at a hearing before the Public Utilities Commission
on nine petitions in which Winter
With Small Territory Can
( barged “unfair rates” and “dis
criminatory practices” by the power
vassed 1 35 Members Are
company
Obtained
“There are no such items," W. B.
Skelton, counsel and vice president
of the company, replied. “None of
Prospects of the newly formed
these expenses were borne or will he
CENTRAL MAINE DIDN’T
Eastern Maine Publicity and Civic
borne by tlie Central Maine Bower
Service Bureau becoming a successful
C mpany or any other public utility.”
organization were strengthened this °ay the Campaign Expenses In Re
cent Power Exportation Attempt
week when Dick Reed announced that
135 members had been obtained with
GIFT SALE
A request for information regard
but 11 out of 105 towns canvassed.
ing the expenditures of the Central Today and Every Day—China and
The plan was given line cooperation
Maim* Bower Company for “newspa
on Mount Desert Island and Mr. Iteed per advertising, pamphlets,” mi l all Glassware, Antiques, Imported Pic
stated that if similar cooperation is other expenses in the campaign con tures, Bridge Prizes, Sheets, Towels,
obtained in other sections Eastern ducted in favor of the export of sur Linens, Etc.
Maine will he given one of its most plus power question which was de
ADA E. BOWLER
helpful enterprises.
bated at the special election early 12 ELM ST.
ROOM 3
Among the services of the Bureau
will be the publishing of a large map
of Eastern Maine ami six sectional
maps to be placed on one sheet. The
maps will he in great detail showing
every possible road and the location
PLAYING TODAY
of the member’s establishiyents. Free
LON
CHANEY
in “THUNDER”
publicity service will he given to ev
ALSO
ery member.'
The magaziim Down Easter will
All Talking
make its appearance in January if
“Ladies' Choice”
and
“Screen Snapshots”
the 'Bureau proves successful. At
least 500 members must be obtained
before the plan will be attempted. "If
Their eyes are wise—they know their stuff !
the 500 or more members arc signed
They’re the generation raised on
by January 1st we will start opera
“What a Young Girl Ought To
tions,” Mr. Reed stated.
Know.” So they know what they
An effort is being made to have a
What the
want .«. . Love! and lots of it!
doctor
large calendar house which supplies
You can’t blame them! You’d do
many firms ip Eastern Maine use
ordered,
the same. If you were young, good
views of Eastern Maine on their cal
folks!
to look alt, rolling in wealth.
A story
endars so far as possible. Numerous
You’d marry one man, when you
other matters are lined up for the
as good
loved another!
Bureau as soon as it officially opens.
as “OUR
You’d walk alone from your wed
The Main street temporary head
DANCING
ding altar, too, leaving your groom
quarters is very busy these days.
DAUGH
upstairs consoling the girl who’d
A beautiful picture was received
TERS.”
loved him too well—and didn’t tell!
from the Hamburg American Lines
In short, here’s a story of love as
this week to grpce the walls of the
the moderns know it.
office and the Eastern Steamship
Lines, Maine Central Railroad and
Canadian Pacific Railroads have of
fered pictures for the Bureau.

BUREAU'S PROGRESS

Joan Crawford

SPRUCE HEAD
Miss Helen Meservey is spending

the winter with her cousin, Mrs.
Charles Murphy in Cambridge, Mass.
Mr. ar.d Mrs. Harold Waldron and
family are returning to Rockland
after spending the summer at the
Waldron Farm.

, Mrs. Annie Snow of Richmond
.and her chauffeur are guests of Mrs.
Charles Carr.
Several from this place attended
,the fair in Union Wednesday.
#
| Tin* Community Circle met with
i Mrs. Merrill SimtvJ >ns Wednesday.
She is much improved from her re
cent illness.
Mrs. Maude Shea and Mrs. Lewis
Simmons and Mr . Stanley Simmons
attended the p<rformance at the
Strand Wednesday evening.

Mrs. Callie Morrill has returned
from several days’ visit with relatives
in Warren and Rockport.
Mrs. William (’aven and daughter
| WHEN TN BOSTON—Remember thnt you Frances spent Thursday afternoon
with Mr . Otto OLon.
can buy coplea of The Coyrler-Oazette with
Mirs Caroline Robinson has rej the home news, at the Old South News Agency^
Washington St., next Old South Church

ing several days with her niece. Mrs.
|
Callie Morrill.
It is suggested by The Courier-Ga
zette that those having items for the ‘
paper send them to the regular cor |
respondent, Eugenie Godfrey, rather
than direct to this office. By sending
them t;» Mrs. Godfrey repetition unT
delay can he avoided.

turncd to Wiley’s Corner, after spend

“Our Modern Maidens”
with

Rod LaRocque
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Anita Page
A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Sound Picture

Charley Chase in “Crazy Feet”
An All-Talking Comedy

“Ukelele Ike”
A Vrtaphone Presentation
MONDAY-TUESDAY

Publix

—P
*' A
THEATRE
R

K-

** =

Telephone 409
Home of Paramount
Singing and
Talking Pictures

1
<

: ,'•*

Every-Other-Day
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Selling Out!
J26ADY

SOON OUR DOORS
CLOSE FOREVER!!
Never before have such wonderful bargains been offered in house furnishings. Thrifty buyers from every sec
tion in this part of the State are coming for their share. Young couples just married, those soon to be married,
are buying; husbands and wives are surprising one another with gifts. Great numbers are doing their Christ
mas shopping and saving more than half at our Going Out of Business Sale!

Lot 158-Your Choice 3-Piece Mohair Parlor Suites

$

In this lot are included Mohair Parlor Suites that formerly sold for

$185, $225 and $269.

$

Lot 175-Your Choice 3 Piece Mohair Parlor Suites
Here we have beautiful Mohair Suites worthy of gracing the finest
homes, some were priced at $198, $275 and $325.

price

117
157

I

I

Lot 162-Your Choice 3-Piece Velour Parlor Suites
Only at a Going Out Of Business Sale of this magnitude could
you expect such bargains! Your choice of several styles former prices

$125, $139 and $150. now only

'A*

I V /, *
' <>
• •> ■

i

//
'A

Lot 85-Your Choice 3-Piece Jacquard Velour Suites
Whether you need a suite or not you will be tempted to buy when you see these undreamed
of bargains! The suites are covered in heavy Jacquard Velours that will stand the hardest
kind of wear—the reversible cushions have Jacquard Velour on one side and closely woven
tapestry on the other side. Former prices $125, $149, $165, $195, $225, to go at

LOT NO. 34
LOT NO. 831

LOT NO. 17

Axminster Rugs

ItSjKSfiE-

Every housewife looks forward to having
a high grade soft pile Axminster Rug, but
good ones are usually high in price, but
not now! See these $39.00, $45.00,
$55.00, and $59.00 Axminsters in
8.3x10.6 and 9x12 sizes, to go at only
$23.67.

$23

67

likethis

100 % Silk Floss
Mattresses

Gold Seal Congoleum Rugs
Sacrificed!
A tremendous stock to go for lowest prices
ever—our cost is entirely forgotten. Come
before you’re too late! These are 9x12,
going at only $7.67. Smaller sizes at un
dreamed of prices!

salh

$y. 67

If you have always wanted one of these
high grade 100% Silk Floss Mattresses

i

but could not afford the old price, Come
LOT NO. 720

Now, and take your pick, at a sensation

One Great Lot

ally low price.

Beautiful Felt Base Rugs

TAPESTRY RUGS
7.6x9, 8.3x10.6, 9x12

ALL TO GO AT ONE PRICE

’16

.37

$13

LOT NO. 112

.67

There are 45 in this lot. They sell regu
larly at $9.85, in 9x12
All to go at only $4.77

$4' 77

a
<* ■ *s.

ENTIRE
STOCK
ANO

fixtures
FOR

SALE!

D-MMNE

It’s Not How /
Much We
Can Get
But How
Quick Can
We
|
SellOut! ,

